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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon. April 12, 1479 Ii 
Ledger & Times
Ow 1886 Year 
-
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Area Damage Caused By.
Winds, Heavy Rainfall
More of the same was expected today
after an evening of thunderstorms, high ;
winds and heavy rainfall caused
scattered damage in western
tacky, forecasters said.
The only local damage repoilted
occured last night in Hazel when a tree
fell against the house and carport of
Hyburnia Merrell. Hazel Fire
Department Chief Hal Miller stated
that the tree caused minimal damage.
The possibility of severe weather
continued over much of Kentucky, and
"certainly central Kentucky stands the
threat for severe weather today and
locally heavy rainfall," , said
meteorologist Barry Satchwell with the
National Weather Service in Louisville.
A flash flood watch in effect for about
24 hours in the western third of Ken-
tucky was canceled early today and
replaced by a similar watch in the
,Central half of the state, Satchwell said.
-/ -- The area affected by the watch was
roughly east of a line frdm Owensboro
to Hopicinsville, along the Ohio River to
Maysville and south to .Williamsburg.
"It looks like the area of greatest
rainfall and thunderstorm activity
today will shift slightly to the east and
move to the central and northern
portions of the state," Satchwell said.
Severe thunderstorms Wednesday
night spawned three postible twisters
irt western Kentucky, according to
/1Lentucky State Police and the weather
sert,ice.
Most of western Kentucky felt the
brunt of the storm system during its
eastward movement, but no injuries
were reported, police said. The weather
service reported winds of about 60 mph
near the storm.
A home near Marion in Crittenden
County was destroyed by a possible
tornado, but Satchwell said verification
of a twister touchdown probably would
not be made until later today.
Another apparent tornado touched
down briefly in rural Ballard County,
causing some property damage but no
injuries, state police said. KSP also
reported that a twister damaged a
home at Reed in Henderson County.
A home and adjoining garage near
Blandville in Ballard County were
damaged by winds. Blanaville is about
20 miles southwest of Paducah.
The McCracken County sheriff's
-6ffice and state police said that high
winds damaged three mobile homes,
blew out windows, downed power lines
and ripped a camper from the top of a
car.
There were reports of at least four
tornadoes aloft as winds gusted to 60
mph _in McCrackereCounty, but there
were no reports from witnesses that
twisters touched down there.
Officicils Shy From Threat On Oil
Profit Curb Would Be Hard
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White
House is backing away from President
Carter's threat of federal curbs on the
use of new oil profits, and 'officials
concede they have no clear idea how
such restrictions would even be
fashioned.
No legislative proposals or
regulatory actions are in the works, say
dficials at the White House and the




Murray Postmaster Virgil Gillian)
said today that the local post office is
receiving eorne "chain mail" in
violation of the postal laws and
regulations.
"Postal laws prohibit chain letters alt
any type and those taking part in the
activity are in violation,' he said.
Letters received here are being sent to
the inspection service of the Postal
Department in Evansville, Ind.
Some concede it would be difficult to -
come up with workable ideas.
Carter, in a nationally televised
4 speech last week, pledged to "demand
that they (the oil companies) use their
new income to develop energy for
America, and not to buy such things as
department stores and hotels, as some
have done in the past."
But that line, a White House official,
requesting anonymity, said, was in-
serted without. fully exploring how
Carter could enforce investment curbs.
Then, at Tuesday's news conference,
the president added circuses and
timber lands to the list of oil company
investments of which he disapproves.
.9 would favor," he added, "any
constraints-pla-C-id on the oil companies
by the Congress or administratively
within my own sphere ,f influence to
encourage that use of increased
revenues for oil and gas prOduction"
- -Carter said oil companies will net $6
billion over the next three years from
his decision to lift oil price controls,
even if Congress enacts his proposed
"windfall profits tax" on the new in-
come.
PRESENTATION — David King of the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
presents a check for $1,812.90 to Dr. Marshall Gordon, Murray State Univer-
sity vice president for university services, to be used for the university
spring spoils program. The money came from proceeds of the Jaycee-
sponsored Harlem Globetrotters Basketball -game April 3 in the University
fieldhouse. King was chairman of the event. Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
Property damage was also reported
in Ballard, Graves, Todd, Muhlenberg
and Ohio counties, and a house was
reported damaged west of Gilbertsville
in Marshall County.
Gordon Nichols of the state Division
of Disaster and Emergency Services
reported that trailer homes were
overturned near lipbards, Niagara and
Bluff City in Henderson county, and
that a mud slide closed U.S. 60 between
Reed and Owensboro.
Nichols also said that winds leveled a
house and restaurant in Webster
County between Clay and Providence.
Some cattle were reported killed there,
he added.
Heavy rains reportedly caused a
flash flood near Sebree in Webster
County, Nichols said, but the weather
service said they had received no
reports of flooding. Satchwell said some---
small stream flooding was possible,






MIDDLE SCHO,01. — it's the weather gets warmer, construction of the Calloway County Middle School is in full
swing. The construction, which started in late November, is expected to be completed by Christmas. However, the
west section of the building is slated to be open for classes this fall. The Hal Wright Construction Company of
Mayfield received the contract for the $1,3 million building. With furnishings, the entire project will be almost $2
million. Several local subcontractors also are working on the project
Speaks At Tobacco Association Meet
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
Ellis Concerned About Large 1979 Crops
Holmes Ellis, general manager of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, Murray, expressed deep
concern today at a meeting of the
executive committee of the
Association, that indications point to
another large crop of Type 23 tobacco in
1979.
Ellis stated, and the executive
committee concurred, that a tour of the
district revpled more plant beds than
last year, and information received
showed a heavy demand for acreage
leases of dark-fired tobacco.
The executive committee said that a
reduction of 15 percent in acreage
mandated by the Department k,f
Agriculture may --prime --to be
misleading. Growers planted only; 62
percent of the Graves County acreage,
and 85 percent of the Calloway County
acreage in 1978. Thus, if the full
allotment is planted, minus the 15
percent ea, It etitdd reit* In a larger
crop in Graves County and the same
crop in Calloway.
The 1978 crop was the largest since
1964, with more than 11 million pounds
sold. Over the entire Western and
Eastern Districts, 52 Million pounds of
type 72 and Type 23 were produced,
while only 40 million pounds were used
by the trade...
Ellis said that support prices for 1979
tobacco would be about $6 per hundred
higher, but would probably go to the
better grades of tobacco, offering little
relief to the lower grades of leaf. The
loan rates are set by the Coerunodity
Credit Corporation, an agency of the
Department of Agriculture. 
Ellis blamed some of the poor quality
tobacco on inadequate barns being used
to cure the leaf. He said that tight barns
were essential to getting a good finish
on the leaf and avoiding the green
colored tobacco which buyers passed
this year.
The executive committee of the board
of directors of the Western District is
Union Officials State Inflation
Advisor Encouraging Rejection
WASHINGTON (API — Angry
Tearhsters officials say President-
Carter's inflation adviser is en-
-couraging a rank-and-file contract
rejection by hailing the union's ten-
tative agreement with the trucking
industry as a victory for the prOsident's
elastic wage guidelines.
"This idiot out there is tryingeo shoot
down our contract with his idiotic
statements," uniorr•spokesman Ber-
nard Henderson charged Wednesday
after inflation adviser Alfred Kahn
declared that the settlement meets
Carter's 7 percent pay raise standard
even though the union and industry
estimated wage and benefit increases
totaled more than 9 percent a year
Kahn also said the increase in wages
and fringe benefits in the new contract
is "substantially less" on a percentage
basis than in the last contract
negotiated by the union.
That comment in particular threw
Teamsters President Frank Fitz-
simmons into a rage, said union
spokesman Henderson.
It is understood that other ad-
ministration officials also were alar-
med by Kahn's statements, fearing a
rank-and-file backlash that would send
negotiators to the bargaining table once
more in search of a settlement that, the
next time around, would break the
guidelines.
-It's as if he (Kahn) is deliberately
trying to sabotage ratification," said
Henderson, who called Kahn's com-
parisons between the new and old
contracts "absolutely, totally in-
-eprrect."
Council-To-Had Special
Session To Hear Report
The Murray Common Council will
hear the report of the council com-
mittee appointed to meet with local
property owner Howard Brandon at a
special called meeting set for 5:30 p.m.
today in the Council Room of City Hall.
The committee, headed by council
members Howard Koenen and Mar-
shall Jones, was charged with the
responsibility of meeting with Brandon
in an attempt to persuade him to give
over to the city right of way for the
extension of Glendale Road. The
committee was appointed at last ;
Thursday's council meeting.
The two-year-long controversy stems
from an agreement signed by Brandon
in December 1977 egreeing to deed the
right of way for the road to the city.
Brandon claims this agreement was for
a four-lane roadway only, not the three-
lane road now planned.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley 'contends
that Brandon's agreement did not
stipulate the number of lanes and s,
therefore, still valid. The city has filed
suit in circuit court asking the court V)
order Brandon to honor the contract,
and Brandon's attorney has responded
to the suit.
The city is ,seeking to begin' cone- -
struction in the near future to avoid
losing the $109,000 offered by Gov.
Julian M. Carroll for the city's Share tlf -
the project's funding. If the project IS
not begun this year, the city would
Likely lose the funding because
Carroll's term of office expires at the
end of 1979.
today's index

























Variable cloudiness, windy and
warm this afternoon with scat-
tered afternoon and evening
showers and thundestorms.
Thunderstorms locally., severe
this afternoon. Highs in the mid
to upper 70s. Partly cloudy and
cooler tonight with chance for
showers or thunderstorms. Lows
in low to mid 50s. Fair and mild
Friday. Highs upper dOs to low
A Kahn aide later acknowledged the
new contract might provide more new
money, than the old pact.
Henderson said it will take about four
to six weeks to complete a ratification
vote.
Meanwhile, the union and major
trucking firms prepared to resume
_normal operations today for the first
time since April I, when the two sides
became locked in a nationwide work
stoppage over the contract dispute.
made lip of Leonard P. Grief,
McCracken County, president; 'Robert
Foy, Hickman and Fulton counties,
first vice president; John O'Neill,
Ballard and Carlisle counties, second
vice president; T.A. Smith.. Graves
County; and Sherwood Potts, Calloway
County, members.
Judge To Rule By
April 30 On 'Cause'
In Barrow Charge
District Judge Ski Easley will decide
by April 30 whether there is "probable
cause" in the -Consnirtcy to commit
murder and robbery "ftrge against
Randy Barrow, 19, of Route 7, Murray.
The preliminary hearing for Barrow
was held Wednesday afternoen.
The charges against Barrow stem
from the Feb. 7 murder of Charles G.
Eaker, Route 8, Murray. William David
West, 24, of Route 7, Murray, is charged
with the robbery and murder of Eaker.
West's preliminary hearing was held
March 26.
An affidavit signed by Barrow was
given to Easley for his consideration
before a decision is made on whether
the case should be bound over to the
Calloway County Grand Jury.
Triskaidekaphobes And
Friggaphobiacs Will
r Face Problem Tomorrowl
WASHINGTON r API — Millins of Americans are superstitious about $2
bills. But some might even shun a $1 bill because it has 13 stars above the
eagle's head, 13 arrows in one talon and an olive branch with 13 leaves in the
other, .
Stich types are extreme triskaidekaphobes, people who fear the number
13. And they face a double whammy this year with Friday the 13th tomorrow
and a second jar coming in July.
Friday fraidies? They're friggaphobiace, after the Norse goddess Frigge.
On Friday, Eve tempted Adam, the great Biblical flood started, the Tereple
of Solon ion fell and Christ was crucified, to name origins.
On Friday ttig 13th, tsiskaidekaphobia and friggaphobia combine to create
the worst problem. The economy slows as businessmen shun deals,
restaurant dining declines and even shopping and marrying are affected.
Operators of ocean liners hold ships until at least 12:01 a.ni. Saturday
following a Friday the 13th. That's to calm the superstitious, not because the
H.M.S. Friday, whose construction was started on Friday, set off on its
maiden voyage on a Friday and was never heard of again.
.For fear of plain 13, airlines omit Chair No. 13 and real estate men the 13th
floor in hotels and skyscrapers. House Min ibers in France skip from 12 to 14.
Back in the 1950s, the town'of French Lick SpringS, Ind., tried to help the
cause by ruling that all black cats had to wear bells on Friday the 13th. ..
The day has some historic credits, including: Friday, June 13, 1498 —
Columbus first set • foot on the North American continent; Friday. Oct. 13,
1792— construction began on the White House; Friday, Sept. 13, 1814 -.-- The
Star Spangled Bawer" was written.
And on a timelywnote, on Friday, Aug. 13, 1943, gasoline rationing was cut
fromictur to three gallons a coupon. .
How to foil the whammy? Some methods used through the ages: Leave
four hat on in elevators. Wink at white horses. Whistle while passing a
eraVeyard. Don't stir ' offee with your knife. Don" open an umbrella indoorsI
alteitIon't pick up safet -pins on the street. ',, . .• 't'Babe Ruth always 
to\
Chedfirst base for hick while heading for the outfield,
on a Friday the 13th "kanie. But voluminous sports statistics include no -
record of the Babe's batting average for those days. .
Foes of superstition have organized to fightlear of 13. A group in London
called the Thirteen Club made internatiOnal *vs yeari ago with dinners at
which thirteen were always present. Between couries, reesebers smashed
-e -mirrors and spilled salt. : ,
;.1
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Exhibition Of Drawings By
Dale Leys To Be Displayed
An exhibition of intuitive
drawings by Murray State
University. professor, Dale
Los, will be on display in the
flasdell Gallery at the
University of Kentucky from
April 16 through May 4. A
reception for the artist will be
held Sunday, April 15.2-4 p.m.
'Leys did his undergraduate
-work at the Layton School of
Art and Design in Milwaukee
n)ajoring in Sculpture. A
summer session at Yale,.in-
te,rested him in drawing as an
_art form in itself; His graduate
Work was at the University of
Wisconsin. He has taught at
MiirrayState.since 1977.
Leys ,drawings can be
described as intuitive works
•
employing the unclear Spatial
depth of the collage. Organic
objects and a recent collection
of mechanical objects become
the subjects of his im-
provisations. They are
exaggerated:" diminished,
embellished and at times
obscured beyond recognition.
The drawings are quite
large, done either with a conte
pencil on paper or with • a
silverpoint on a gessoed
surface. Influenced by his
training_in_painting, color is
added with either, chalk or
watercolor tint to the drawing
surface. Leys works with a
background'of classical music

















located in the University of
Kentucky_ Student Center In
Lexington, is open daily from
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. with ad-
mission free to the public.
PATIENT AT MAY FIELD
Dismissed March 23 from
the Coniniunity Hospital,
Mayfield, was Franklin Eric
Shroat of Murray.
• BENTON PATIENT
Wayne Pane pf • Hardin was







(Debra(, Bx. 23, Puryear,
Term,
Otsmfltsals'
Mrs. Wanda F. Robertson__
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Term., Terry W. McDonald,
5T11 Palo Verde, Memphis,
Mrs, Betty A. Garland..
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Juanita
Thorn, P.O. Bx. 33, New
Concord, Mrs-. Evelyn M.
Johnston, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Donnie J. Prescott, 1713
Farmer, Murray, Mrs.
Martha Frizzell, 419 .S. 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Sherran
Steveson. R. 9, Benton, Mrs.
Trina C. Ross, Rt. 2 Bx. 21,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara J.
Rogers, Rt. 1, Hazel, William
D., Dodson, Rt. 2 Bx. 24,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Effie
0. Donelson, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Marsha L. Powers, 901
Riggins, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Phyllis G. Axson, 301 3rd,
Hazel, Mrs. Lucy D. Cook, Rt.
3 B. 1108, Murray, Mrs.
Buelah A. Lamb, 211 Irvin




Cecil L. DayAs, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, _Tenn., Mrs.
Elizabeth G. Slusmeyer,
Murray Manor, 1-7, Murray,
- Clarence A. Townsend, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Clara Pearson,
1624 Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs.
Ellen W. Causey (expired),
421 S. 8th, Murray.
'Ihere one .safe each other
-
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By Abigail Van Buren
Can Couple Live In
And Keep Love Out?
DEAR ABBY: I have a daughter who will be 20 soon. Her -
boyfriend, with whom she has grown up.,is in the. Air Force.
and is stationed in Florida. He's asked her to marry him in
June of 1980. but he wants her to come to Florida and share
a -two-bedroom apartment with him for two months. ,
Our daughter was Caught that premarital sex was wrong.
She says the honestly thinks she can live with this guy for
two_months without-having -sex with him. She insists.she
would never give in to him, and says slie-s- Mare that clear to
I still maintain that when two people are in love, plan to
marry and are thrown into a situation of that kind, they will
find it impossible to resist the temptation of sex.
We've always been a church-going family and I can't
understand her reasoning. She wants my blessing. but says
if I don't give it to her, she'll go anyway' and I can't stop her.
Arn_kold-fashioned? Or do you honestly believe they.can
live together for two months and not have sex?
DOUBTING MOTHER
DEAR DOUBTING: If they exercise the strictest kind of
self-discipline, it's possible. However, a person who's oppos-
ed to premarital sex should not go in for premarital living
together.
DEAR ABBY; My' husband and I have been married 46
years. We live modestly and have never been big spenders.
We have a comfortable income and bank account and my
husband is an honest and decent man, but here is my
problem:
He hides money Ill'over the house. I find, it when
housecleaning.
tast ment-iv I found 4-surprising amount in_ the eellara_.
asked him why. He never answered. I tried to get him to put
that money in the bank because the bills were getting
moldy, bill' he wouldn't .do it. He just took it to hide
-somewhere else.
Today I found some more money under the sofa cushions.
and I am feeling very depressed.
Please don't write me a personal letter ai my husband






Murray Chaptfr No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic
Hall.
Meeting of Welcome Wagon
Club has been changed to
April 26.
- Thursday, April 12
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.n at the church.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
a salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the home of Debbie Newell.
Thursday, April 12
„ .Maundy Thursday serviee
North Pleasant Grove will be at 7 p.m. at the Goshen
Cumberland Preabyteriarr2-United Methodist Church.
Church Women will meet with
Dorothy Dean Cochran at 7
P.m.
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
' World is scheduled to meet at
at the Triangle Inn.
DEAR WORRIED: Get your husband to a doctor for a -
"routine" checkup as soon as possible. And be sure to tell
the doctor (quietly in advance) what you have told me. Your
husband needs help.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet, "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Your Individual
Horoscope.
kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
1 Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 ) lir
The temptation is to spend
on non-essentials. Join
financial dealings could turn
unexpectedly - ----a., con-
servative approach is best.
TAURUS
i Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Partners or close allies may
be feeling out-of-sorts. A quiet
dinner at a tried-and-tnie
place may be. what the doctor
would order.
. :GEMINI
(May 21 to June 201 n
Chances are you'll get more
work done at home than in the
office. protect health and
nerves ' from upset. Watch
your tongue. 1
CANCER
'June 21 to July 22) 00
Not the best time to ask for
extra time off. Show others
that you are serious. Flippant
remarks will turn off would-be
admirers.
LEO .
(July 23 to Aug.
...
Unexpected Sisitors or news
from afar could upset the
domestic routine. Shy away
from expenditures requiring
capital outlay. .




questions. Weigh your wards
carefully. Don't be too critical
or there'll be repercussions
i Sept. 23 to Oct. 27)
Avoid confrontation with
others about financial mat-
ters. Small expenditures could
Mount up, leaving you in a
negative frame of mind
.- SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt ere
Don't let hasty action lead to
accident. Old friends may





t Nctv. 22 to Dec. 21 ) Rrikil;
Avoid risky romantic en-
tanglements. Keep your Mind
on career interests where
prudence leads (,o moderate
gains. Don't be 'aroused ta
suspicion.
CAPRICORN , 1,4! <( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vj kvi
Unexpected visitors coulr;
upset your routine llori;
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, APRIL 13,1979
guests could make yoUr home
a disaster area. Old advisers
give sound advice.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 2010 Feb. 181
Superiors need to be han-
dled with kid gloves. Avoid







Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
Unexpected expenditures
--may erop up. include close
ones in travel plans or
arguments will ensue. Lister}
to others' opinions.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Signia Phi will meet at
the home of Julie English at
7:30 p.ni.
Western Kentucky Hock
Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
the Community Room: North
Branch, Peoples Bank.
Seminar on notetaking and
listening, sponsored by
Murray State Learning
Center, will be in Room 313,
Special Education Building.
Sessions will be at 9:30 a.ni.,
11:30 a.m., 12:30 p.ni. and 7
p.m.
"Amarcord," .Italian
will be shown at 2:30 p.m. and
7 p.m. at the Murray Pate
College Student Canter
auditorium. This is one of the
films in the International Film
Festival.
Annual spring concert by.,
the Murray State Uniiersity
symphony Orchestra will be
held at 8:15 pin, at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State.
This is free and open to the
public.
Joint services by Bethel and
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Churches will be at
7p.m. at Brooks Chapel.
Friday, April 13
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Charles
,,Robertson.
Open Horse Show, spon-
sored by the Murray State
University 4-H Club, will be
held at 7 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission
will be one dollar per person.
Friday, April 13
Rev. Daniel Tucker will
show slides of The Holy Land
at 7 p.m. at the Locust Grove





be at 12 noon at the First
United Methodist Church.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Seminar dealing with
.nletastable ion kinetics will be
at 3730 p.m. in Room 312,
Blackburn Science Building,
Murray State University.
Speaker will be Dr„ R. Kaiser,
University of Kentucky.
Exhibits of works in metal
by Michael Alan Sanders,
Louisville, paintings by David"
Carlson, Glasgow, and three-
dimensional design by Jane
Ellen Viterisi, Paducah, will
be shown at Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
Good Friday service will be State, through April 25.
at 7 p.m. at the Goshen United
Methodist Church. Gixxl Friday service will be
held by Brooks Chapel and
Bethel United, MethodistSenior tuba recital by Don 
McClure, Brandenburg, will_ Churches at 7 p.ni. at Bethel.
be at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Saturday, April 14
Center, -Murray state Captain Wendell Oury- 
University. • Chapter of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. Ray
Annual exhibition of Muray Munday at 1:30 p.m. with Ed
State student work as judged. Davis as speaker,
by visiting professionals will
be at Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Easter Bake Sale, spun-




will be in front of Roses from 9
Teams of girls Troni-White-a.m.-tatp.m.
Hall, Murray State. will at-
tempt to break the Guiness Hazel Alumni Association
Book of Records' mark of 54 dinner will be held at the
hours of continuous softball Hazel Community Center with




This Is Your Invitotion To Hear
JOHN HOOVER
Mayfield, Kentucky
IN A SOUL STIRRING SERIES OF
Gospel Meetings
April 15-20,1979
SONG LEADER-BM WINEINGER-PALESTINE, TEXAS
Sunday: Class 10 a.m. - Worship 11 a.m.
Services — Sunday Night thru Friday Night at 7:30
Pleasant Valley Church of Christ'
5 MILES EAST Of MURRAY ON OLD POTTERTOWN ROAD, HWY. 280


















1/3 To 1/2 Off
One Table


























One Rock Boys t Girls
Summer
Sportswear 2
















































































The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters .of
the American Revolution will
meet Saturday, April 14, at
1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Ray Munday, North Eighth
Street, Murray. Mrs. Leon
Grogan will be cohostess.
Guest speaker for the
meeting will be Edward A.
David, minister of the New
Concord Church of Christ,
according to Mrs. John
Livesay, chapter regent, who
urges all members to attend.
The March 10th luncheon
meeting was held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with special guests being
Ricky Cunningham and Terry
K. Smith, chosen as Good
Citizens of the year from their
respective senior classes at
Calloway High and Murray
High Schools, and their
mothers, Mrs. Bobby Cun-
ningham and' Mrs. Richard R.
Smith.
Mrs. John A. Nance,
chairman of the Good Citizen
committee, preseoted the
students with a Good Citizen
pen and a check from the
chapter. Each student spoke
of his plans for the future
which were exemplary and
makes us proud to have such
youths in our community,
Mrs. Nance said.
The devotion was given by
the chaplain, Mrs. Ed
Diugttid.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
V ickey Weatherford of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Lockhart -McDonald
Vows To Be Read
Miss Sharon Lea Lockhart
and (;erald McDonald
Mrs. Evelyn Lockhart of Murray announce4f the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter,
Sharon Lea, to Gerald McDonald, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
McDonald of Haskell, Texas.
Miss Lockhart attended Murray High School and is a
graduate of Murray State University. She is presently
teaching first grade for the Pasadena Independent School
• District, Pasadena, Texas.
Mr. McDonald attended Haskell High School and is a
graduate- or Tarleton State -University. He -IS presently
teaching V.E.H. Horticulture for the Spring Branch In-
HEALTH - 
Possibilities of reversal
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
future will depend on your
answer. Five years ago I
had a tubal ligation because
I was unable to use birth
control pills, diaphragms or
IUDs. I had two children so
it seemed like a good idea
Two years ago I lost my
children and my husband
Now I'm engaged to a won-
derful man who would love a
family. He read awhile back
that experiments have been
successf dITY -completed --tri
reversing a tubal ligation.
I'm 28 and in excellent
health. Have these experi-
ments been successful? _I
really would like to start
another family but I'm
afraid that my tubal ligation
is totally irreversible.
DEAR READER .-Yes.
Some women have had their
tubal ligations reversed. It's
the older operations that are
the easiest ones to reverse.
The newer more simplified
techniques may involve
electrical coagulation of the
little tiny tube. This often
means a much larger area of
destruction of tissue.. That
makes it much more diffi-
cult to reconstruct the tubes
if they can be reconstructed
at all.
So the answer to your
question rests in part with
how much tubal damage
was incurred when you in-
duced sterilization. Even in
the older methods when the
tube was simply severed and
--tied, the reconstruction pro-
cess is not always success-
,ful. I would suggest that youdependent School District, Houston, Texas. go see a gynecologist and
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 30, at...1.2review with him the type of
tubal ligation you had and
perhaps with tests he can get
some idea as to what your
chances might be of obtain-
ing a reversal at this time.
I know that circumstances
often change and this is
eotrietimes a very good rea-
son for changing your mind
about whether you want to.
be sterile or not but I do wish•
that everyone who cantem-
plates a surgical procedure
to induce sterility, either
male or female, would really
consider the operation as
permanent. I don't think a
person should have such a
procedure without being ab-
solutely certain that thee'
no chance whatsoever in the
p.m. at the Chapel of the First Baptist Church, Murray. A
reception will follow in the fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and reception.
SHIRLEY JOHNSON, left, wearing the official blue uniform, and Dorothy Bym, right, of
the local flotilla of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary presented the program on 'Water
Safety at the March meeting of the Theta Department of jhe Murray Woman's Club.
Cola Campbell, department chairman, center, looks over some of the equipment and
brochures of the Auxiliary-whirft was organized here in february 1971 to help educate
and assist in boating safety on the Kentucky and Barkley lakes. Members of the Flotilla
are available to speak to groups and organizations about boating safety. The depart-
ment iiigied to continue to help with the Arthritis Drive. Maxine Scott reviewed the
progress of the Blind Corners Project for the city. Hostesses were Betty Coleman and
Jean Cloar. The department will have a dinner meeting with guests on Monday, April-
16, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Meat, drink, and bread will he furnished and each
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Lareva Harrison of Hardin
was dismissed March 22 from
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
HOSPITAL PATIENT.
Etta Pace of Hardin was




Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn
of Atlanta, Ga., were the
guests last weekend of her
mother, Mrs. John Workman,
and other relatives.
PAINTING
'Residential-Commercial - In Roll
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture4hutters-Etc
Parking Lot Striping.
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or,Too Small coo
FREE ESTIMATES /24 6tA,Ni:ss
DIAL 753-0839
CARLOS BLACK JR. &SON
PAINTING CO.






• Baby Boy Williams (Kitte),,•=-
Rt. 6, Bx. 209, Murray, BOY'
Girl Sager (Sandra), Rt. 4 Bx.
37, Murray, Baby Boy Shape
(Connte), 107 Erwin Dr.,
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Pamela M. Wilkerson
and Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Barbara - Warner„ 1504
Clayshire, Murray,, Mrs.
Nancy T. Schroader, fit. 1 Bx.
274, Almo, Ronald - E.
Jameson, Rt. 1 Bx.245, Ahno,
Mrs. Lillian Dunn, 629 S. 4th,
Murray, Karen S. Robinson,
2014 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, Cody L Adams, Rt.
8, Murray, Ronald L Hodge,
at. 3..fix. 7.3, Murray, Mrs.
Audra Bell, Bx.4054.,-Merr.ay,
Mrs. Ora F. Rodriquez, Rt.
Bx. 74, Hardin, Sharon K.
Rose, 304le S. 11th, Murray,
Mrs. Brenda C. Garber and
-Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Arlington,
Mrs. Natalie C. Duke, Rt. 1
Bx. 175, Hazel, Jerry " D.
.Crabb, 406 S. 8th, Murray,
Anthony Benke, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Robin
Hallmaik, Rt. 7, Benton, Joe
D. Mizell, Rt. 1 Bx. 81, Hollow
Rock, Tenn., Joe B. Wilson,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Laura J.
Reeder, Rt, 7 Bx. 126, Murray,
Bobby C. Hughes, Rt. 2 Bx. 14,
Murray, Ira P. Wadkins, fle 1,
Kirksey, Jack F. Vinson, Rt. 5,
Bx. 210, Benton, Mrs, Goldie
C. Cole, 508 S. 8th, Murray,
Mrs. Cora L. Tidwell, 614 Ellis
Dr., Murray, Ronald D.
Hutchins, P.O. Bx. 693,
Mayfield, Clyde Phelps, Rt. 3
Bx. 206, Murray. Mrs.
Cammie Livons, 416 S. 16th,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
TownlereBx. 86, Farmington,
Mrs. Mavis Anderson, 801
Wine, Murray, Mary H.
MeCuiston, Fern Terrace,
Murray, Will M. Beale ex-
pired), P.O. Bx. II, MurraY,
Mrs. Eunice L. Morgan
(expired), Rt. Bx. 290,
Murray.
PADUCAH PATIENT
James. Bynum of Murray •
has been dismissed frorn
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
• PATIENT AT PADUCAH _
Mrs. Sadie Sharmaker of
Murray has been a patient*
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
tuture that he or she will
want to have the procedure
reversed.
I suppose I might change
my mind on that if the
sterilization operatians be-
came simplified andpf such
a nature that the reversal
procedure itself was fairly
simple to achieve.
DEAR DR. LAMB -
_ ggTrohuerehaisein theso much._ emphasisai
thesedays on bulk or
long period of tithe T. -
possible that consumption of
high fiber foods and
roughage could wear out the
digestive system?
DEAR READER - No,
not a chance of that. The
digestive system was de-
signed to process food that
are more natural, meaning
those that haven't been re-
fined by our modern pro-
cessing devices. World wide
studies have shown that peo-
ple who consistently eat a
diet that contains tots of
bulk, particularly as com-
pared to ours, tend to be
relatively free of colon prob-
lems. This includes spastic
colon, constipation, even
appendicitis.
Readers who want infor-
mation on spastic colon and
11---constipation can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
The Health Letter number 2-
1. Address your request to
Dr. Lamb in care of -this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,




Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Forsee
of Pearl, Miss., are the
parents of a baby boy, David
Matthew, weighing nine
pounds two ounces, born on
Thursday, March 29, at 4:24
a.m. at the Woman's Hospital,
Flowood, Miss.
They have one daughter,
Amy Jo, 3.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Forsee of Hickory
and Mr, and Mrs. David
Nanney of South Marshall. A
great grandfather is Harlan
Nanney of Murray.
UNDERWOOD BOY
Christopher Dale is the
name chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Jeffrey , Dale Underwood,
Route 1, Paris, Tenn., for their
baby boy, weighing seve
pounds 15 ounces, born on
Saturday, March 31, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Pant Redden.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Elliott and
paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. William T.
Dunn.
OVERCAST BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Itandall Overcast are the
iFtafeils-oT baby hay, Thumas
Virgil;*eighing five pounds 11
ounces, bore on Wednesday,
March 28, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.








-The season's most delightful and fashionable dresses
are arriving daily at Bright's. And, the selection
is at its Easter best. Come in today and browse -
through the hundreds of beautiful long sleeve, short
sleeve and three-quarter sleeve in your favorite Spring
fashion colors. You'll love the large ossortmenrof
solids ancrprint styles in junior, missy and holf-sizes. •
Be the hit oithe Easter parade this year in o
sensationarnew dress from Bright's in Paducah and Murray





Accessories to accent any outfit con be found
at BrighVi.rbOosi asr1e2r''
pccented with.floiders or feathers at 8,00 to
18.00; Scarves in oblong or square in.
beoutiiul spring prints orsolids at 3.00 to
• 8.00; Jewelry in gold, silver and -
novelty cord styles at 3.00 to 17.00.
•
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The Calloway County High Choirs would like --ir
i' Thank these sponsors for. _ iisaing the Six Flags 1, Festival trip possible..
/.
i. Bank of Murrat
i .Pagliai's P17.24
C Carter Photographic StudiC
' t Hopkinsville Federal Sas ings
/ .4nd Loan
i D-&: W Auto Parts
i Tam Lake Office Products.
i Inc. ------- .
i I lutson's Ag. Service. Inc.
Roho Five Points Set-% ice
Station -
) Stokes Tractor & Implement
1 Co., Inc.
J, H. Churchill Funeral Home
5 Crass Furniture:Inc'.
Blalock Coleman , Funeral
Home. Inc.
J. T. Todd Used Cars
Clinic Pharmacy
I Owen's Food Market






Purchase Equipment -Co.. Inc.
World of Sound
5 The Beauty Box





•i Murray Lumber Co.. Inc.




Motor Parts & Bearings
• The Youth Shop
Town and Country Women's . Allisori's Cards & Gifts 
Apparel Farnily Shoe Store
W'allis Drug Co. Dale & Stubblefield Drug Co.'
Ryan's ShoeStore Settle-Workman .Co.
•
Rickman & Norswortht Lam
ber Co, 
Buckingham Ray Ltd.
DeVanti's Steak & Piz.za.•• Graham & Jackson Clothing 1
Store
Par ker`Ford
Holton & Melugin Insurance
Simmons Bakers
Crawford Shell Station & Used
Cars
Steele Albritten Plumbing &
Kopperud Realty




Big John Sur Stores
Agency ,
Guy 'Spann Reals
Black's Decorating Center '5




Majestic Steak House & Pizza
El & R. Block Co.
Jpe Smith Carpet Center
Scott Drug Co. S
Parker Grocery7 - 5




Mr. and Mrs. Milton Outland i
Interstate Battery System 1
Vernon's Western Wear Store i





Shirley Florist & Garden Ctr.
Cherry Branch S
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That was the case in my
teenage Easters. One in
particular I recall. Living at
-Penny, we had to depend upon
merchandise from the local
store. Cousin Dudley Johnson
owned it for a time and he had
dress materials he sold by the
yard. This one time, Nalbe
Gingles and Donnie Clopton,
close friends, and I wanted to
have Easter dresses alike. We
attended Union Grove Church
of Chirst and. thought we
would be striking in ap-
pearance to dress alike. '
Lavender swausette 1?), a
cotton and silk-like material,
soft and clinging, was our
seleCtion. Our mothers made
the dresses-all of Ahem by the
same pattern. The weather
then, like it is here this season,
was uncertain. To make the
dresses, the present and the
future summer season was a
concern. So the sleeves were
made elbow length, and an
extended sleeve was attached
to ttie short sleeve with .a hand
stitch so it could be removed
easily as the weather per-
mitted. Going to church was
our social life as well as our
religious interest.
In the years following,
giving of flowers or an Easter
corsage was the custom. Not
to have a bouquet for Easter
was a tragedy and often one'S
parents would provide flowers
for the daughter who was not
going steady. In recent years,
the importance of the Easter
decoration has been less
important Sonletimes the
dogwoods are in bloom, and a
bouquet-of the blossoms in the
house seemed to be the correct
thing to have. The dogwood,
by some, symbolizes the Cross
upon which Christ died.
Martha . Carter, Madge
Diuguid and I were • on a
Mediterranean cruise and
.spent the Easter seagonin•the
ship's honie port, Rijeka,
Yugoslavia. We attended the
Catholic church near the ship.
Although we could not un-
derstand thtir language, we
were impressed with the
service that included a ser-
mon and music. The buildiag
was• filled.,'People. wire
standing. Families were
together • apd made an im-
.pressive scene. There were as
many people on the outside as _
were inside - waiting for the
second service. The dress for I -se In Home 
the occasion did not seem to be BARTLESVILLE, Okla. IAY •
important. There were few --The average U.S. home u.n-
flowers in the church, and no sumes the equivalent of 43 bar-
corsages worn by the at- rels 11,806 gallons) of oi:
tendants. The people were -at, Phillips Petroleum
neat but not stylishly dressed Ports-
as is the taistorn here. Approximately 45 percent is
used to produce electritity. 3.5
percent for space heating. 8
- percent for heating water and
the _remaining 12 percent for
cooling the home during th
summer.
The Easter sunrise service
held here last year in the Roy
Stewart Stadium drew many
who seemed to be happy
sitting in a downfall of snow.
This event -is being sponsored
Sunday by the Ministerial
Associaiion as was last year.
It requires getting out of bed
by daylight and getting there
by 6 o'clock. Following the
program, there is a fellowship
gathering in the Racer room
to partake of coffee and
donuts. To sit in the audience
of this occasion and see a_
gathering of the chutchesitan -
inspiration arid --strengthens
my faith.
A discussion about the use of
grape juice instead of wine in
observing the Lord's Supper
was heard recently. Some
thought the substitution was'
ntA biblical.
It was not on Easter, hut in
October that Martha, Juliet




Childress, Murray, is among
258 Ball. .ate University
sruderilay7g7ompleted work
for degrees at the end_ of
winter quarter and are
eligible to participate in the
May 19 commencement, ,
Childress completed'
requirement for a bachelor of
science degree in radio and
television. He is the son of Mr.
and , Mrs. Roger Childress,
1507 Glendale Road, Murray.
Observations
By Lociue Hart
Sunday is Easter — a day attended the Christian Church
when we observe Jesus' rising (Disciples of Christ in a rural
from the tomb. It is a season area of Bali, Indonesia. It was
when the weather can be sponsored by the Disciples,
depended upon as cold and and the building was quite
changing making the dress for modern, being built of stone
the day one that may* worn and designed in one large
with a coat, or long sleeves, or congregation room. The
-one- that May be shed- by- atieeting- asbeldun SkturdaY
to accommodate our
visitation.
We sat in a group - there
were 28 of us who were
delegates to the World Con-
vention held in Adelaide,
Australia. There was singing
but no instrumental music.
Their songs were the songs we
sing in our worship service.
The minister spoke in English,
and then interpreted it to the
natives.
The communion service will
always be in my memory.
There was a table that ac-
commodated 12 persons. It
was covered with a white cloth
and a basket that held the one
loaf of bread was there.
Benches were provided for
seating the worshipers around
the table. A tray held a pitcher
of white rice wine. The
congregation went to the
table, 12 at a time and sat. Ttie
nanister static!, -offered thanks
for the communion, and
served the elements. The wine
was poured into small paper
cups.
We visitors watched intently
so that we would know what to
do when our time came to go
to the table. I observed a cloth-
covered basket in the center of
the table. After breaking the
bread, the members placed
something in the basket by
slipping their hands carefully
under the cloth. We decided
they were leaving their of-
fering there-each one to his
ability.
When the pitcher of wine
was exhausted, an attendant
took it outside and returned
with the refill. Our time came
for going to the communion.
table. It was a meaningful
experience to pinch- a bit of
bread from the loaf and drink
of the emblem symbolic of the
Savior's blood shed on the'l
cross. After taking the supper,
we Placed our contribution in
dollar bills, in the basket. I
couldn't see what was in the
basket, even though I tried. I
wanted to know for sure what
was there. t• .
After the meeting was over,
we were entertained on the
outside of the church on a
pretty patio by being served
cookies and drinks,. The
nalivea were friendly- and
were interested in our --fair





Thursday, April 5, at 7 p.m. in
the school gym.
Officers elected to serve for
the next year were Ann
Wesson, president, Truman
Whitfield, vice-president; Jo
Ann Smith, secretary; Gracie
Holland, treasurer.
The Teachers Appreciation
Banquet will be held May 10 at
6 p.m. in the school cafeteria.
Teachers will be the guests of
the FTC. All others interested
in attending the banquet
should make reservations
before May 3, by calling Dinah
Westerman 753-8583 or. Janice
Nix 753-7920. The cost will be
three dollars per plate.
. The FTC unanimously
approved the donation of $2000
to the establishment of a
Student Learning Center for
gifted, talented, and highly
motivated , students. This
center will develop new ideas,
reinforce learning, develop
new skills, and provide
enrichment for stifderrfar--
Roy Cothran, principal,
asked that parents interested
in the summer reading
program at Southwed Schou!
contact him at 753-5844. Plans
are to have the program from
June 11 through June 29 on
Monday, through Friday,
from 8:00 to 9:15 a.m.
Following the business
meeting the Physical
Education Classes, grades one
through five, under the
direction of. Tommy Greer
presented a program -of skills.
The first grade gave a
presentation with the
parachute. The second, third,
and fourth grade performed a
variety of dances from La
Raze, Loopedy Loop, to the
Bunny Hop.
The fifth grade, exhibited
their expertise in tumbling.
Starting with a simple for-
ward and backward roll,
cartwheel, head stand, round
off to forward and backwards
rolls and diving backward
rolls.
Greer explained that
children are introduced to
simple tumbling in the first
grade and progress with




Are Held, Sinking Spring
The Willing Workers Class
and the Ruth Warren Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church held a joint meeting at
the Church on March 19.
Mary Kathryn Starks,
teacher of the Willing Workers
Class. vas In charge of the
devotional and read the
scripture. A short business
meeting was held- with Patsy
Neale, president, preceding.
Judy Smotherman was
honored with a surprise baby
shower.
Following the oPelkg of the
gifts by Mrs. Smotherman,
refreshments of cake, punch,
nuts and mints were served by
the hostess, Nancy Bogard,
and co-hostess, Mary Kathryn
Starks.
Planning For Home
Members froin both classes
present were as follows:
Judy Smotherman, Patsy
Neale, Carol Turner, Linda
Cooper, Mary Turner, , Ruth
Warren, Mary' Kathryn
Starks, Nancy Bogard, Jane
Willoughby, Linda Roach,
Edwina - Bucy, Carolyn
Carroll, Leta Rutland, Randa
Cunningham, Betty Gentry,
Sharilyn Wisehart, Av




STILLWATER, Okla. AP ) —
Plan ahead for homesewing by /
doing homework before shop/
ping for a pattern and_fabri
suggests Marjorie Baker. x-
tension clothing special's at
Oklahoma State Univers-it .
- Look thrqugh (ashtofi and
sewing magazines to .what
is new and what f es your
imagination, she says, adding
these tips:
• Study ready-to-wear depart-
ments. Notice how fashions you
like are influenced by fabrics.
See how the fabrics drape and
tailor. Note how textures add
surface interest and haw_differ-
ent prints affect designs and
the total /took.
While, -looking at ready-made
garmenti, study the labels to
learn about the fabrie and fiber
content. Also Wok at the trim
-used and how- the-seams are
MESA STEEN of Calloway County High School
recently received an art scholarship from the Creative
Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Miss
Steen is shown with her art instructor Larry Dunn. Her
drawings and oil painting were entered in the Ken-







* andles bunnies, eggs, ducks,
hickens,







CASH TO YOU DIRECT FROM HOTPOINT.
Offer good for retail purchases
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Four Laning Of Main
Street Is Discussed
By SUE VANDERGRIFT
Dr. A. H. Kopperud and City Planner
Steve lea spoke to tint . Murray-
Calloway League of Women Voters on
Monday, Feb. 26 concerning the
proposed four-laning of Main Street.
League members and guests-- were
given the opportunity to question the
speakers. - -
lea recounted the history of the
proposal. He referred to the Mel
Connors study conducted by the state in
1966 which listed the four-laning of
Main Street as "priority one' along
with approximately ten other Murray
projects. Funds for the project were set
aside by the state of Kentucky and
remain on the Department of Tran-
sportation books.
In October of 1978 the City of Murray
was asked whether it was interested in
using the funds for their designated
purpose. Traffic volune on Main Street
at certain .hours had already ap-
proached numbers projected for 1990.
From a municipal budgeting point of
view the project offered an advantage
which it had not held previously;
through the_1973 federal Uniform
Utility Act, the funds for moving utility
lines and constructing new sewer and
water lines would come from the
federal government.
• • k•
A public meeting in January of this
year provided an opportunity -for
various individuals and groups to ex-
Press opinions on the proposal. The
Department of Transportation will
decide in the near future whether or not
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishesthe addresses
of the - state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121. • • - •
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
.4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
-Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL .
State legislators. may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
. of the State Capitol Building.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd.Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
a formal public hearing shall be con-
ducted to further gauge local opinion on
the need for the project.
lea emphasized that the city is still in
the fact-finding stage. Neither he, the
Planning Commission nor the City of
Murray has yet taken an official stand
on the Main Street issue.
Dr. Kopperud, a forty-year resident
of Main Street, prefaced his remarks by
emphasizing that he is not opposed to
the four-laning of Main Street-if it will
provide, the best solution to Murray's
problems.
However, he questioned the validity
of embarking on a project which had
been proposed in 1966 when conditions
in Murray were different. He cited the
relocation of most medical offices from
downtown and the future relocation of
the post office as factors which will
reduce traffic to the downtown area.
The scarce parking areas' downtown
will be reduced, according to Kop-
perud, since rerouted traffic will
necessitate removal of some diagonal
parking on the court square.
He suggested that the Glendale Road
Project and the improvements on 641
(12th Street) may solve some traffic
problems which now add to the
congestion on Main Street. The question
of how well traffic will move as it is
diverted around the court square is yet
to be answered by 'the Department of
Transportation, according to Kop-
perud:
Dr. Kopperud recommends that
Murray State University conduct an
impact study to determine how the
completed project would affect the
community from the viewpoint of
traffic flow, esthetics, inconvenience
during the construction phase, etc.
Since both lea and Dr. Kopperud feel
that the Department of Transportation
will decide to hold a public,hearing on
the matter, all the positive and negative
factors are still under consideration.
Program chairman Sallie Guy, in
thanking Dr. Kopperud and Mr. •Zea for
„their participation in the discussion,
emphasized that the League of Women
Voters encourages the citizen-, par-
ticipation in government which an issue
such as this deserves.








Hitching posts were as much a necessity years ago as is the
modern parking lot,, however there were far fewer horses, wagons,
surreys and mnles than there are cars today. The Covington House
clientel formerly used the lot to which it was later moved. Other
hitching lots were at the site of the present county jail, the Wr. 0. W.
Building location, the Post Office site, in addition to telephone poles.
Early in this century, the population explosion of mules and horses
necessitated a hitching rack being installed on the south and west
sides of court square. The selection of the new sites resulted in a
political hassle between town and country, but the farm folks' hitch-
ing convenience prevailed by an action of the fiscal court which
legally controlled the court house grounds. Nevertheless, as long
'as the hitching stands remained on the square, towii folks sharply
objected.
- The west side hitching rack shared the space with the town
scales, located on the north portion of the west side, where sheep,
hogs, coal, corn or what have you would be officially scaled by the
weigher's office. Although the town svare was graveled, the sum-
mer dust mingled with animal pollution'contFsted the poultry houses
in a domino action of common disgust. Fall and spring rains were
always a welcomed compromise for all those urgent animal mishaps
would be washed away to breathe fresh life.
A fast runner was Kipling's `Smells are surer than sounds or
si*ts„_To make your heart strings deck" for the town butcher shop
flavot Its-rdwnel It wasn't Chanel-No. 5- bnt
more that of a slaughter house No. L Admitting the nourishing
merits of the meat house of questionable high standards before the
day of ice or mechanical refrigeration, the butcher, shop's presence
was essential to the life-blood of day to day efforts. Just in case
the subject matter is unpalatable, you may be exused, from the










Bs M. ( Garrott
It Took 25 Years To Find Out
What Happened To Old Jack
Archie Sim/lions is retired. When he
isn't trying out a new arid interesting
recipe at his home at 1403 Hughes, he
is traveling to some far corner of the
country or simply leisurely fishing in
one of the many lake; in his beloved
Ballard County.
Archie had been a chief engineer on a
towboat operated by Hougland Barge
Lines out of Paducah for 19 years when
he retired in 1976. There isn't an inland
waterway buoy afloat in these United
States that he hasn't pushed a tow past.
Archie is a great story teller, and the
other day he got to reminiscing about
his boyhood days in the Bandana
community of Ballard County. He told
us about his dog, Old Jack.
+++
Old Jack was a miniature shepherd
and as smart as a whip. Archie, a
teenager in high school at the time, had
taught him all kinds of tricks. He would
fetch a thrown ball or stick, sit up, lie
down or roll over upon command. He
even had learned to smoke a cigarette.
Folks for miles around knew Old Jack
and enjoyed his tricks._
Archie's father, a big —Mini of some
225 pounds and known across tlus
section of the state as "Arch," was a
sawmill operator. He threshed grain -
wheat, oats and barley - with his
steam engine and thresher. He also
hulled a few cow peas on occasion.
For relaxation, he loved to fish. He
was an avid crappie fisherman, and
when he wasn't threshing or hulling, he
Kentucky Closeup.
could be found, weather permitting, in
a john boat fishing one of the many
lakes in Ballard County.
He drove an old Dodge touring car,
and it was a familiar sight in that far
western section of Kentucky. And, just
as familiar was the sight of Old Jack
riding majestically on the running
board of the old car just about
everywhere Mr. Arch went. Old Jack
was recognized as about as much a part
of the old car as was its radiator cap.
One day, young Archie missed Old
Jack. He wasn't at the home place when
Archie-came in from school. He didn't
come home that night, nor the next day,
nor the next night. Other days passed
and he still hadn't come home - which
wasn't lllte him at all. _
Archie went all over the area looking
for Old Jack, asking all he met if they
had seen him or had any idea where he
might be. They only shook their heads.
No one had seen him.
After the days had stretched into
weeks and the weeks into months,
Archie gave up any hope of ever seeing
Old Jack again, although as the years
passed, he often wondered what on
earth had happened to him,
+++
Some 25 year later in 1956, Mr. Ain) •
died. Several days after his funeral, one - -
of his best friends and frequent fishing
companions, John Williams, a farmer,





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Some
people call it the ugliest word in the
English language.-
Hearing it sphken byahprofessional,
they will either curse, pray, cry, or do
all three. And they often ask them-
selves: "Why me, Lord?"
Cancer strikes one out of every four
Americans. One out of every three can
expect a complete recovery if they take
advantage of the services available to
them.
Fear is their greatest enemy but help
is just a telephone call away for those
who dial 1-800-432-9321.
"That's our toll-free line," said
Maureen Donovan. "We try to dispel
the doubts and misinformation and
remove the stigma that unthinking
persons attach to the disease. But most
Bible Thought 
Cast thy bread upon the water for
thou shalt find it after man) days.
Ecclesiastes 11:1. •
We cannot keep unto ourselves and
our trust in God must not be a private
commodity. We are to share that wIth
the world.
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of all, we sell hope." •
She is an executive of the Ephrairn
McDowell Community Cancer Net-
work, opened four years ago in
Lexington. It has a staff of volunteers,
many of them graduate students in -
counseling; a nurse and a consulting
• physician.
"We answer questions and we listen.
We listen a lot. Many cancer patients
Just want someone to know about their
problems. They may be afraid their
Insurance won't cover the cost of their
Illness. They may need to know where
they can locate a hospital bed. If we
don't have the answers, we find them."
Maureen and the staff also handle a
few calls which, she said, had their
origin in "the dark ages."
"I took a call one day from a young
woman who was afraid she would catch
cancer because she had drunk from a
patient's glass. That's rubbish. You'd
be surprised at the tales we hear."
It's not uncommon for patients to feel
that cancer is a form of penance for
them. "They tell is they've sinned and
this is their punishment."
Maureen emphasized the point that
"we try very hard not to be a diagnostic
center. Those who have questions about
symptoms are told to consult a
physician. We also recommend that
people be their own monitors and check
their bodies for the tell-tale signs of
cancer. It's an easy test but a fearful
thing for a lot of women."
She said there are over 200 different
fonns of cancer but the biggies, as she
calls them, affect the breast, colon and
lung. "Detected early, they can be
beaten. Nationally, more than one
million persons hdve been
rehabilitated."
Each person who uses the hot line "is
treated as an individual and not
-c9rtnistred: with aeyone else. The
emotional and Physical respotses
4 • -.•sor
cancer are an individual thing. Attitude
is the most important thing in fighting
this dread disease.".
"Cancer isra the real enemy.," she
said. "ICs fear. Fear automatically
connected with the word. Fear of the




He was now free, he said, to tell
Archie what had happened to Old Jack.
"I promised your daddy," he said,
"that as long as he was alive that I
would never tell what happened to Old
Jack. Now that he is gone, I think you
should know." Then he told Archie this
story.
One day, Mr. Arch had told Williare.4.-
that he felt like having a fish fry. It
being early summer, the increasingly
hot weather, had by then driven the
crappie to deep water. They would just
have to dynamite some fish a
common practice in the Ballard County
lakes in those days.
Almost everyone had a few sticks of
dynamite around their place for
blasting stumps and dislodging rock
and gravel - as well as for dynamiting
fish, forcing them to eo'me, stunned, to
the surface where they easily could be
picked up from a boat as they floun-
dered.
There was nothing unusual about
this, and Mr. Arch and Williams headed
for Colvin Lake, some four miles north
of Bandana. It was one of their favorite
fishing places. Old Jack, of course,
went along, crouched in his familiar
place on the running board of the old
Dodge. •
At the lake, Mr. Arch and Williams
lost little time getting into a small
wooden boat -- Old Jack whimpering
and whirring until he, too, was allowed
to hop aboard- and headed out into the
lake. Soon they were over a place where
they thought there might be some
crappie.
Paying no attention to Old Jack
whatsoever, Mr. Arch attached a short
fuse to one of the dynamite sticks, lit it
from his cigar and tossed it some 30 feet
out into the lake. Old Jack thought it
was some kind of a game. As trainedas-
he was in fetching things and eager to
please his master, he was in t4 water
almost as soon as the dynamite hit the
surface!
+++
- "No, Jack! No! No!" yelled Mr. Arch
as Old Jack, swimming swiftly reached
the dynamite before it sank, clamped it
between his jaws and proudly headed
back for the boat.
"Drop it, Jack! Drop it!" the two
men yelled almost in unison, "Go back!
Go back!" Terrified at the prospect of
being blown to Kingdom Come if he
reached the boat with it before it went
off, they grabbed up their paddles and
frantically tried to paddle the boat in
the opposite direction.
But good Old Jack was proudly
gaining on them - the dynamite with
its sputtering fuse still securely held
above the water between his jaws.
With no place to go but over the side,
the two men were on their feet and just
about to dive over the opposite side of
the boat into the snake-infested water
when KER-BOOM! The dynamite
exploded in Old Jack's jaws, blowing
him, of course, to bits._
It took me 25 years to find out,"
Archie laughed, "but it was.ghod to at
least know what had happened to Old
Jack, for he was one smart dog - too
smart, in facticr his owl
Thoughts
In Season
' By Ken Wolf
Since its first publication - in 1956,
Erich Fronini's Art of Loving has
become a ntodern classic on this sub-
ject.
Its popularity, indicated by close to 40'
printings and translations into 17
languages, nay be due to the fact that
what thrs-sociaipsychologist says abour
Iiivt is siii,ple but-never superficial.
Froirry's words are also clear, as,in
-iftr "frrtinwrrtelieSSitge talcv
portarce if self-love:
iThe-affirmaeon of one's own life,
happiness, growth, freedom ' is
rooted in one's capacity to love.. .11
an individual is able to love
productively, he loves himself to:
if he can love Only others, 'he
- cannot love at all.
10 1 ears Ago
Army Sgt. James A. McMillen, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William W. McMillen, has
been assigned to the 25th Infantry'
Division in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Gene Allen
Guthrie, 15.
Dean Crutchfield, minister of the
Green Plain Church of Christ, will give
a report of his work for the church while
in India for the past six weeks at the
Green Main Sunday evening service.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Stewart,
celebrated their 60th wedding an-
niversary on April 1.
Births reported include a girl, Shirley
Dee-Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Outland
on April 9, and a boy, Kenneth John, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Mikulick on April 9.
Bob Sledd is pictured with the 75
pound yellow catfish he caught in
Byrd's Creek in water approximately
four feet deep.
20 1 ears Ago. •
Murray Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
gives special hints on fire prevention in
contraction with the annual Clean-Up,
Paint-Up, and Fix-Up Campaign in
Murray and Calloway County.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Elinus
Wilson, 76.
Miss Fidelia Austin, senior home
economics major at Murray State
College, has been awarded a halftime
graduate teaching assistantship in
housing at Purdue University for the
academic year 1959-60. The assistant-
ship carries a stipend of $1,700 and
includes remission of tuition. She is the
daughter of Mrs. A. B. Austin and the
late Mr. Austin.
The Rev. William:1h Thomas and Dr.
Harry U. Whayne will represent St.
John's Episcopal Church at the annual
convention of the Episcopal Diocese of
-Kentucky at Louisville.
' Mrs: Alfred Young gave the lesson on
"When To Buy Ready-Made?' at the
meeting of the Eastside Homemakrs
Club held at the home of Mrs. Edward
,ones.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Inn of the sixth Happiness"
starring Ingrid Bergman, Curt
Jurgens, and Robert Donat.
.30 Years Ago
The bodies of Sgt. Herschel C.
Johnson, 31, killed in action in France
on Oct. 7, 1944, and of Pvt. L. C. Byerly,
killed in Karnack, France, on Aug. 27,,
1944, will be returned here for funeral
and burial services on April 17.
Deaths reported include J. W. (Jim)
Cochran, 86.
George Hart, Murray, Luther
Draffen, Calvert City, and Charles B.
Wilson, Paducah, have been elected as
directors from District I to the Ken-
tucky Chamber of Commerce.
James M. Lassiter of Murray, a
University of Kentucky law student,
made the highest grade of the 43 per-
sons who passed the February state bar
examination in Frankfort, officials
said.
Biths reported include a boy to-Mr.
and Mrs. William B. Miller on April-7, a -
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Howarth,. •
on April 8, and a koy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dorris Clark on April 9.
_ • The Dixie National Coon Dog Field .-•
;gal will be held April 16 and 17 in
Calloway County, according to J. N.
(Buddy) Ryan, manager of the field
trial.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 12, the
102nd day of 1979. There are 263 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1961, the Soviet Union
became the first nation to put a man in
space. Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin made
a safe landing after one orbit of the
earth. •
- On this date:
In 1777, the American statesman,
Henry WAS -borri-iiih Halideerh hh
County, Virginia.
In 1811, the fur trading post of Astoria
was established at the mouth of the
Columbia River.
In 1861, the U.S. Civil War was
beginning as Confederates opened fire
on Fort Sumter at Charleston, S.C.
In 1916, American forces under
General •Totin Pershing were fighting in
Mexico hgainst forces led by Pancho
Villa.
In 1945, President Franklin Roosevelt'
died, and Harry Truman was sworn in
as the-33rd President. --
In 1971, an American table tennis
team was on a visit to mainland China,
having received an unexpected in-
vitation from the Communists. 
_
• Ten years ago: The Communists in
South Vietnam said there could be no
peace without a total and unconditional
withdrawal of US. forces.
Five years ago: Israeli troops raided
several villages in southern Lebanon
and blew tip houses they said belonged.
to guerrilla sympathizers.
One year ago: Fighting was in-
tensifying between right-wing
Christians and leftists in Lebanon's
capital, Beirut.
Todhx'a birthdays: Cheirman
-Charles 'Schultze of the president's
Council of Economic Advisers is 55
years old.. Pitcher Don Sutton of the Los
Angeles badgers is 34:
Thought for today: Habit is the fly-
wheel of civilization - Henry James,
American philosopher and writer, 1811-
1882.
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The Fine, Fallible Twelve--4
Enigma Of Judas' Motive Surrounds His Betrayal
EDITOR'S NOTE — This
fourth installment of a fit e-part
Easter series deals with three
mostly silent, scantily men-
tioned apostles, the lesser
James. son of Alphaeus. Thad-
daeus, and Simon the Zealot,
but focuses mainly on a fourth,
the ilk-famed Judas Iscariot.
Ki.GEORGli.-16_-LtniklEf L.
AP Religion Writer
His face flushed. Judas
slipped out of the upper room
and closed the door. His blood
pounded. He stood there a mo-
ment, hearing the - muffled
voice. "Take, eat. , ." A clink
of cups and wine flagon.
••Drink. ..ttns is my blood of
the new covenant...poured out
for many (Or the forgiveness
of sirts." • .
Judas plunged down the out-
side stone stairs and along the
cobblestone street. The full
moon of Passover rode low
over the Jerusalem rooftops.
His pace quickened to a trot,-
the silver coins rattling in the
pockets of tits scorn& a short
leather coat. A shudder went
through hitn7-
Jesus nearly had exposed the
•••- plan, but not definitely. How
had he known' "What you are
going to do, do quickly.", he
had whispered. Judas jaw
tightened and his pumping
hands clenched into fists. The
others merely had assumed he
was going to buy provisions or
make distributions to the poor.
- -Let them think it, those fliuk
hardy Galileans! As the only
Judean among them. Judas fig-
ured he had more savvy, more
cunning, inore strategic finesse.
• But did he? .
He had an appointment with
the administrative -authorities.
a high-level contract in the des-
• tiny. .of -Jesus, and Judas
deemed it expedient. But he
• was riddled with doubts, anx-
ieties and wild fantasies of the
outcome_
As to what mcitivated him
conspire with officials for hi.,‘
leader's secret arrest, away
om the Jewish public so for-
m', .bly enthralled by Jesus as
. to pr ent taking him openly,
the reco is unclear. But there
has been ikuch and varied-
speculation. ,
Certainly Juda must have
possessed some me • to have
been chosen one of tl.e 12
apostles and assigned to a
eriiers of Galilee.
His resentnient; -his sense' of
being rejected, nusunderstOod
and maligned, might have
grown into a festering obses-
sion. driving him to a pathetic
act of revenge. Or ,perhaps,
aware that Jesus saw through --
shim, he could stand the pre-
tense no longer. Again, he may
have decided the jig was up,
their group doomed, and acted
in cowardice to save his own
skin„ Yet that hardly, accords
with his past dedication.
A stronger possibility is that
Judas, a fervent nationalist
with dreams of restored Jewish,
nationhood arid a divinely, or- •
dained rule Of righteousness,
saw Jesus assuming that
earthly throne, and acted to
force him to unleash his power.
Scholars, through com-
parisons of ,varying Scripture
manuscripts and -other ancient
portant. trusted position asN references, have detected in- -,
keeper of the common purse 
, 
. dications of four ardent nation-
handling collections and pur- ts _among the apostles — .
chases. Jesus had picked hirn -' Al Iscariot; the lesser
• James, son of Alphaeus;for his potentialities.
Furthermore, he had the Per- ThaddaeuSs, sometimes &Iso
severance to, stick with their called "Juda from the Hebr-
., cause for more than two years ew parallel, ••Thtidas," and Si-
of wandering. horrieless teach- Inon the -Zealot." s -
ing- against rising official hostil- The Zealots, conunitt
ity. ,- - sistance against Rome, pl
Yet he may have felt isolated their lives to restoring:the
from the other apostles, an out- people's olden covenant of a na-
sider, an aloof, brooding loner tion under Goa.
from the southern town of At that last supper of Jesus
Kerioth, embittered by ex- with his apostles in the upper r.
clusion from the camaraderie room, Thaddaeus at one point
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that. you will manifest yourself
to us; and not to the world?'
The -question implied a lin er-
ing desire for Jesus to-un rt.
wordly suzerainty.
But Jesus deflected it.
While some of those quiet,
less . prominent apostles, who
mostly remain silent and un-
quoted in the Scriptural record,
apparently -wanted -Jesus to
materialize his dominion, none
,but Judas took .his drastic, con-
spiratorial course about it.
Breathing hard, Judas
climbed the long ramp into the
upper city, his mind a whirling
blur of frustrations, guilt and
desperate thirst for heroic stat-
us. By his act, he would precip-
itate the decisive confrontation.
He, Judas, would maneuver the
_victory.
Enough of this waiting! Why,
if Jesus really was the mes-
siah, he could call down legions
of angels to scatter Roman
swords, Sadducean collabora-
tors and prison guards. It was
time to show them, at the
height-- of this great' Passover
gathering of the nation, and he,
Judas, was the catalyst.
To him Jesus had held back
to• long, deferring, side-
stepping, refusing to. seize the
'Royal banner„ and Judas' dis-
s'iHnsionmeat and impatience
smoldered id him. The lost op-
ortunities, the missed
nces! But he w?.itild compel
act He himself hadwasped
the init ive. Judas' dark-eyes
blazed ca in the moonlight.
Those naive. •lannish Gali-
lean apostles wou • ave to no-
tice him now, by eaven!
They'd see his shrewdne his
sophisticated, tactical superi
ity."They7d ativaysignored and
demeaned him„.- givim; -him
tedious chores, ordering him
hither and thence for supplies.
He fingered the 30 pieces of
silver in his pocket, and a de-
basing wave swept him. A nits-
sum,,enough to buy a lame
slave" The money meant noth-
ing Co AIM in the torrent of his
'jealousy, rancor and craving
for prestige. _
But those palace-officials Ka.-
been delighted at his offer to
lead them to Jesus' retreat, al-
though troubled about the Pas-
sover crowds. Fearing a riot,
they insisted that Jesus had to
be seized covertly -lest there
be a tumult among the people."
Judas had agreed to such ar-
rangements. They had paid
him, commending his daring"
uprightness, ushering him re-
gally about, saying they would
await the vital word from him._
Now he went in darkness to de-
liver it, a bitter, grasping,
shaken hinge of history.
He reached the palace of
Caiphas, and was received with
a flurry. Adjutants of the high
priest escorted him to the For-
tress Antcmia, where a body of
Roman soldiers formed, assem-
bling their gear.
Judas' mind stormed with
recklessness, spite and visions
of grandeur. Everything had
awaited him! All depended - on
him"- He was the center of this
stirring of men, this movement
of .ftirces, this barking-of com-
mands.' His body tingled and he
gaped amazed at ttig size of the
Roman contingent, more than









Sayings & Loan Association 159-1234
slapping their weapons against
their sides.
A group of chief priests,- dig---
.....Attaries_atthe Temple adminis-
tration and guards, also gath-
ered. It took some time for the
detachment to form. By now,
Judas knew Jesus would be-on
the Mount of Olives outside the
city walls where the group
regularly met (pray and talk.
At last 'they started. Judas
With-the officers in the lead. He
was the guide, the main figure!
Pointing ahead, like some gen-
eral in command:! he led them •
out through the. city gate,
through the cluttered Kidron
valley,, across the brook. Be-
hind came the marching clomp
of soldiers, all moving at his
bidding.
As they climbed the slope to-
ward the garden of Gethge-
mane, he advised, "The one I
shall kiss is the man; seize him
and lead him away safely "
The torchlights and lanterns
made grotesque, leaping shad-
ows on the olive trees and mat-
ted ground as they entered the
walled garden. It seemed alive,
swaying, but empty. Judas
peeredtlesperately about. Then
through the trees he spied thewhite garment.
Jesus stepped forth out of the
darkness. "Whom do y
seek'' Judas rushed to him, a
bliz• of excitement on his !ace, •
expectancy flaming in his eyes.
-Hail, Master." He kissed him.
Jesus' words cut like a blade,
"Judas, would you betray the
Son of Man with a kiss?"
, The scene broke into pan-
demonium then, Peter slashing
out with his sword, cutting off
the ear of a priestly aide, who
screamed in panic, the blood
gushing, the officers drawing
ck. But Jesus. intervened,
-N more of this!" and calmed
the u ar "Put your sword
back. . a ho Lake the sword
will perish by e sword.-
He turned to he. officers
- Have you come ou against
a robber with swords a dabs
to capture, toe7 Day after
I was with you in the Temp
-teaching. and you-.4i4 not seize
me. But let the Scriptures be
fulidled."
- Soldiers surged around, pin-
ning his arms, binding them to
his sides with ropes. The
alarmed apostles fled. Judas
stood stock still, dazed by fren-
zied emotions, as the soldiers
led Jesus down the dark hill-, •
side.
Judas bolted to catch up, try-
ing to rejoin the leaders of the
party, but they brushed him
aside. He hung back, stunned,
then rushed forward again
Again, they shouldered him
- aside, scorning him. They had
cid him. Be off! They werene with him.
He lurked outside the place of
the hurried nighttime inter-
rogations. the mocking and
beating of Jesus. It wasn't what
Judas had planned. Then came
the clamorous verdict, deathe
Judas staggered away, the full
weight of his deed crashing on
him.
-He repented," Matthew's
gospel specifies. For hours,
sleepleks, purposeless; mutter-
ing incoherently; he*andered
the city, his eyes unseeing, ears
deaf, his soul a caldron of tor-
mented memories Why' Wto,
had he done it
He made his way to the
Temple, body 1 numbed, eyes
glazed and bleak., seeking to re-
turn•the silver pieces! have
sinned in betraying innocent
blood." They laughed at him.
He flung the 30 coins on the
Temple flobr. He stood like a
• dead man, a terrible retchow
in him as the coins rolled, seat
tered and came to rest.
Judas afterword hanged him-
self, Matthew recounts. His
body was cut down and 'tossed
into a potter's field, Akeldarna.
- Other accounts say Judas fell
f rOIP7 a skarafr_fvontly
himself from it, his swollen'
body splattering on the rocks •
below..
Simon the Zealot, sometirries
called the "Cananaean," and
Thaddaeus, surnamed Leb-
baeus and whose given name
meant "big-hearted," later
mirisSerfd in Persia with im-
mense success, at one ' time
converting 60,000 in- Babylon
They died martyrs to the
cause under a shower of stones
and tattering sticks
Ab for James, son of Al-
phaeus, the accounts are mur-
ky, often with confused identi-
fications, but one tradition says
he spread Christianity to Syria
where, like the other apostles,
he e%entually was martyred by
opponents, stoned to death
These three once apparently
tad been  impassioned nation-
alist patriots, with dreams of
temporal power and doinfuon,
but their zeal became rechrise-
crated to a greater majesty of
an all-powerful love triumphant
in Jesus
It even, in the end, claimed
Judas lseariot. that searing!)
wrong, tragic figure who, ac-
cording to one legend, rushed
to his suicide so he might meet
the crucified Jesus in the realm
of the dead, and with bared
soul, implore forgiveness.
"Father forgive them," Jesus
had prayed from the cross,





graduating senior at Murray
High School, has been selected
as .a Presidential Scholar at
• Murray State University.
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard R. Smith of Murray
Route 8. is one of 12 scholars
chosen this year fronfalmost
700 applicants. Selections are
based, on dernostrated
academic ability and lear-
dership qualities.,
As the highest reconition
Murray State offers- high
school graduates, a
r Presidential Scholars award
covers tution, fees, and
residence hall room and board
and is renewable for four
years
Terry
Initiated by Dr. Constantine
W. Curris, university
president, in -1974, the
program gives Presidential
Scholars maximum academic
flexibility in. choosing which
courses to pursue -in meeting
degree requirements.
Curris described it as "a'
program designed to reconize
students for acadeniic
achievement in the—grne





THE EIGHTH GRADE students at North Calloway recently covered a unit of reading
about the American Indian. Danna Shipley, a studepf at Murray State, was a guest
speaker. She gave a very interesting slide presentation and talk about her visits to an
Indian reservation in Montana. Students looking on are from left ko right David
Hollingsworth, Dennis West, and Danny Hawes. The teacher of the Class is Patricia
Lassiter.
Photo by Melissa Jones
Smith Is Presidential Scholar
Terry Keith Smith
been tiaditionally recognized.
"I am extremely proud of the
young men -and women par-
ticipating in the Presidential
Scholars Prograni at Murray
State."
Smith, who ranks eighth
.acadernically in his senior
class of 156, plans to follow a
course of study in public
administration at Murray
State.
As governor of the Kentucky
Youth Assenibly of YMCA, he*
has attented - conferences in
Washington, D. C., and Blue
Ridge, N. C. Sniith has also
sirvidiis—Otesident of the Hi-
-Y Club at Murray High, as a
delegate to Bluegrass Boys'
State, and is-a recipient of the
DAR Citize_a_of the Year
award.
Active in speech events, he
wan third place in a state
speech tournament event in
1977 and has twice been
chosen as Hest in Oratory in
the high school Speech Club.
Smith has served as president
of his sophomore and senior
classes and was presented the
Senior Excellency Award in
football. He has also been
sports editor for the school









This Easter, visit somebunny by long distance.
And save 60% all weekend.
Family and friends should get together
-31E4ster-a-n2.4.aioarson. then by .
distance And Easter weekend or any
weekend you can save 60% off the week
day cost of a long distance Call. dialed •
the. 1., way Until 5 00 P M on Sunday
• So this Laster, re,ab,o_y_Land touch
someone A sister, a bro-Feror a far away
fr,eriri Ry lona distance
Reach outieach dut and touch someone
South Central Bell
14C
Liie I ' •cr-. r
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Andy Rice delivers during his no-hit performance against Western Kentucky Wednesday in
Bowling Green. Despite the gem, Murray State lost 1-0 in the Ohio Valley Conference game.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
'Breds' Rice Hurts A No-Hitter,
But Murray Slips To Hilitoppers
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Steve Sencibaugh's ex-
planation was as good as any.
"They've just get our number,
that's all," the Murray State
shortstop said after Western
Kentucky survived a no-hitter
by the 'Breds' Andy Rice for a
1-0 Ohio Valley Cogference
victory Wednesday.
In the second game,
Western's Mark Willianis
lined a single with two outs in
the bottom of the seventh
inning to earn his team a -5-5
tie.
After a scoreless eighth'
inning, the game was called
because of darkness, and
Murray left with its first
league defeat and saw its
record drop to 15-4 overall and
2-1 in the conference. Western,
15-14 overall, upped its league
slate to 2-4.
"We're just not doing any
hitting," said Murray Coach
Johnny Reagan. Murray had
just two in the first game. And
•in the second, despite 11 hits,
the 'Breds stranded 11 men on
base.
Murray's scheduled home
contest with Arkansas State
today was washed out. The




Western Ky. 1, Murray*
Jim Stewart scored the orily
run of the game in the second
inning on a- passed ball by
catcher David Orent. Stewart
had walked, stole second and
advanced to third on a
groundout.
'Rice became the first
Murray pitcher to hurl a no-
hitter since 1973 but saw his
Unique Pitching Outing Doesn't
Faze Rice, Who Eyes Pro Career
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — As unique as the feat was,
throwing a no-hitter and losing is nothing-new to Andy Rice.,
"I did it in Little League, too," he said, "A guy hit the ball to
The with a man at third, and I threw to the catcher. But he
wasn't lobking, and the guy scored."
Wednesday,. the situation was much the same. In the
second inning, WeStern Kentucky's Jim Stewart walked,
Tony Wilson
Sports Editor
stole secoyd, then advanced to third on a groudout. And whe'n
a Rice pitch sailed high and off the glove of catcher David
°rent, Stewart slid under the tag of Rice at the plate.
That single run stood up as the game's only-seere-as-the---
Hilltoppers won to hand the Thoroughbreds their first Ohio
Valley Conference defeat. And, ironieally, the no-hit per-
formance by Rice, his lest of the season, only earned him a
first defeat after three victories.
"New, I'm not bitter or anything," Ride, a soft-spoken
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9 A.M TO 6 P.M.
Murray. As long as I pitch well, I'm not worried about
-winning Or losing."
Pitching well is something Rice has usually done since
coming from Memorial High School to Murray in 1975. His
career record at Murray is 18-6, and, though his chances of
matching George Dugan's 'record mark for wins of 25 are
slim, Rice has a good shot at the No. 2 spot.
- That berth is _ currently held by two players — David
Gourieux al6669t and Mike Sims r72-'75 ), each with 2G
victories.
. Rice's no-hitter was the first by a Murray pitther sine,
Mike Thieke's gem against Purdue in 1973.-And to.pitch a nu-
hitter and LOSE, well, Coach Johnny Reagan knows it has
never happened to a 'Bred during his previous 20 seasons ar-- •
Murray.
"I've seen it done before, but never by one of illy pitchers,''
said Reagan. "And it's probably a safe bet to say it has never
happened at Murray."
Rice, a physical education major, admits his plans are
built on hopes of a professional baseball career, though he•
not sure of his chances. The pros seem to want a lot of
speed, and I really don't thl-ow that hard." •
Should he fail be be selected in this summer's draft, Rice
--plans-to pitch in a National Baseball Congress league On it
team based in St. Louis. 'Scouts watch it (the-leaguei pretty
closely, I think," says Rice.
A Kentucky sports magazine listed Rice as the state's best
pro pitching._prospect, and Reagan says that may be a
legitimate statement. "I haven't had a chance to seea lot if
the pitchers in the state, but several people have teldnie he's
the best they have seen this year. _
"Andy's biggest asset is, his competitiveness," said
Reagan. "He can be down 3-0 or 3-1 on the count, but he never-
gives in; he never just lays one up there and hopes for the
best."
Rice seems to be at-his best in the clutch, a theory with
which the six-foot southpaw tends to agree. "For some
reason, able to hit the corners with my pitches with men
on base," says Rice. "No matter how hard I try not to, I get
too relaxed and seem to be walking the leadoff hitter many
• times."
The Western Kentucky fifth inning was a prime example.
Stewart came to bat with teammate Mike Murray at third
base. Rice worked carefully, running the count to 2-2 before
fanning him for the third out.
An OVC title, something a Murray team hasn't ac-
complished-since - 1975, would be a fitting end for Rice's
collegiate career. And a chance to pitch in the NCAA
championships Would give hint national exposure and
possibly a better shot at the pros.
"Yeah, the NCAA's.' That would be nice, really nice," Rice
said, and smiled.
Lyle To Box.
NEW YORK (AP) - Ron
Lyle,. acquitted a murder
charges in the 'death of an
aide, will resume his quest for
a heavyweight title bid by.
fighting Scott 1,41Doux in a 10-
rounder May 12.
In his first bout in nearly a
year, Lyle scored an
eighthround knockout over
Fill Moala of San Diego last
week. He'll fight LeDoto
Las Vegas, and the bout
be •nationally televised,-
promoters Bob Arum and Don
King said Wednesday.
The 37-year-old Lyle, an
exconvict, has . a lifetane
record of 37 wins .— 25 b)
knockout, five losses and on4.
draw,
record drop to 3-1. The 'Breds
were held to two hits by the
'Toppers' Jim Mason.
Second baseman Doran
Perdue opened the game with
a walk before stealing second.
But Mason picked him off to
stifle a potential big inning.
In the Murray file, i'erdue
again walked and stole
second. But, in an attenipt to
reach third on a ground ball to
the left -side, he was tagged
out.
Bill Wagoner opened the
final inning with a walk, but
Tony Threatt and David Orem
took called third strikes.
Purdue laced a deep drive to
centerfield, but the wind,
which gusted up to 30 miles an
hour. held it up long enough
for the catch to end the game.
Murray 5, Western 5
The 'Breds owned a 5-4
advantage heading into the
Hilltopper's final frame, but
Williams, who had drilled a
two-run homer off Murray
starter Mike Grieshaber in the
first inning, carne through
again.
With two outs and a runner
at second, he lined Tony
Threatt's delivery to center
for the game-tying run.
Neither team could score in
the eighth inning.
Western jumped to a 4-0 lead
through the first two innings,
but Murray cut the advantage
to one after a third-inning
outburst.
Toni Fehn singled to score
Sencibaugh, who had also
singled, and Bill Wagoner's
bases-loaded hit to right
brought home Tim Hopkins
and Toni Fehn. But Darrell
Niswonger, who had walked,
was thrown out at the plate to
end the inning.
The 'Breds took their 5-4
lead with two more runs in the
fourth. Singles by Jeff Oakley
and Perdue and a walk to
Robin Courtney loaded the
bases, and Tim Hopkins's
bouncing single scored two
CURS.
Murray again loaded the
bases-with two outs in the fifth
when Wagoner, Mike Calk-
duo and Perdue all singled.
But, with Sencibaugh at the
plate, Csilicchio was picked off
at second to end the inning.
In the eighth, Perdue
walked and went to third on
successive groundouts. A
strikeout, though, halted the
frame.
'A esters Ky. 1,
Murray 0'
-, ab r h bi
Perdue.2b 2 0 0 0
Sent. abaugh,as 2 0 0 0
Courtney ,3b 2 0 0 0
Hopi ins.dh 3 0 0 0
Felon .rf 1 0 0 0
Tooley ,lf 3 0 1 0
Wagoner .1 b 1 0 0 0
Threatt.d 3 0 1 0
Orern,c 3 0 0 0
Totals 20 OA, 0
Viestern 17 0
Western 010 000 0-1 0 0
Murra 000 000 0-0 2 1
ip 
PItcblag
r er h in bb hbp
flicet 6 1 0 0 7 2 0
%ban WK1J 7 0.4 2 7 7 0
!Awn, S,
Westerst Ky
ab r 11 a
Perdue ,2b 4 1 2 0
Senctba ugh.ss 5 1 2 0
Courtney ,3b 4 0 1 0
Hopkins .cf 4 1 1 2
Fehn.1! 3 1 1 1
Niswonger rf 1 0 0 0
Wagoner lb • 4 0 2 2
UK Signs Bowie, Hord
• By the Associated Press
One of Kentucky's premiere
high school guards and three
-forwards-  one measuring 7-
foot1 — have become the first
to sign national letters-of-
intent with the University of
Kentucky.
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
started the signing process
early Wednesday, signing
Lexington Lafayette guard
Dirk Minniefield at 8 am. He
then flew to Lebanon, Pa., to
sign 7-1 Sam Bowie.
Hall then flew to Myrtle
Beach, S.C., to sign 6-6
Derrick Hord of Bristol,
Tenn., who was vacationing
during spring break.
Meanwhile, Ke:itucky
assistant Dick Parsons flew to
Houston to sign Shelby'
County's 6-6 forward Charles
Hurt, who was participating in
an all-star game. '
A fifth recruit, 6-8 Toni Hei
of Hantilton, Ind., was in
Germany for the Albert Sch-.
weitzer Games and was ex-
pected to sign when he
returned April 23.
Hall still is in the running for
7-foot-3 Ralph Sampson, of
Harrisonburg, Va., who also is
considering- -1Cfrifffi- Oltna-,--
Virginia and Virginia Tech,
according to NS coach, Roger
Bergey.
"We're in excellent shape
tz--with Sampson, as good as
anyone," Hall said. "But it's a
wait-and-see situation. I don't
think he'll sign with anybody
for the next two or three
weeks."
Calkchto,dh 3 0 1 0
Oakley, 3 1 1...O
Totals 33 5 1! 5
Western 32 5 7 5
Murray OM NI WS 11 3
WIC U 12 Mil 104 7 3
nielekkg
Linesbaber
(1,1-21 04 4 4 4 7 4 0
Threatt 114 1 hi 1 0
WdiigmsiWKi 4 2 11 8 2 1
Etivins 2 1111181t0









Great value on Sears
quality fence. Gates, end





For room-size and wall-
to-wall carpets, see our
big selection of colors
and piles. Actual color
samples available. 1
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Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
.These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is sub jed to change at maturity.
This 9.496% rate is effedire.on certificates purchased from now through April
18, 1979.
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
11 ga.
OUTFIT







3 months 6100 5.5% 5.653%
1 or 2 years 61,000 6.0% 6.183%
21/2 or 3 years 61,000 6.5% 6.715%
4 years $1,000 7.25% 7.518%
6 years $1,000 7.50% 7.787%
8 or 10 years $1,000 7.75% 8.057%
•
Federal law requires a substantial interest pialty on amounts withdraw: hefOre maturity amounting to for-_
feiture of 90 days, interest and thereduction of the remaining interest to the passbook rate.
The























Robin Courtney was late with this tag of a Western Kentucky base runner in
the second game of a doubleheader Wednesday in Bowling Green. Murray
held a 5-4 lead, but the Hilltoppers rallied in the final inning to tie the score,
and the contest was called because of darkness an inning later.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Schmidt Delivers For Phillies
By the Associated Pre 
NationalLeague pitchers
are not likely to walk Greg
Luzinski intentionally to get to
Mike Schmidt much more this
season.
The Pittsburgh Pirates tried
it twice Wednesday. night —
and both times the strategy
backfired.
The Philadelphia Phillies'
captain singled home a run in
the first inning. Then Schmidt
delivered another run with a
sacrifice fly in the fifth.
And to cap his big- game,
Schmidt — batting with the
bases empty in the seventh —
drove a Bert Blyleven fast ball
over the 371-foot sign M lef-
tcenterfield for a tie-breaking
homer that gave the Phillies a
-5-4 victory.
Another player swinging
well for, the Phillies is Garry
Maddox. He stroked three
hits, giving 'him six in seven
at-bats, drove in a run and
scored one.
In other NI. games, the
Houston Astros trounced the
Los Angeles Dodgers 10-3, the
Cincinnati RedS whipped the
Atlanta Braves 9-5, the San
Diego „Pares downed the San
Francisco Gisnts 4-1, the
Montreal Expos edged the
New York- Mets 372 in 11 in-
nings.
The Chicago at St. Louis
game was rained out.
Steve Carlton pitched. a
complete game for the Phils,
scatterring nine hits, in-
eluding -Phil Gamer's two-run
homer, for his eighth victory
in nine decisions. over Pitt-
sburgh since 1977.
National League
Astros 10, Dodgers 3 .
Houston's Ken Forsch, in his
first start since his no-hitter
against Atlanta last week, had
his 'chance fbr a second
straight no-hitter errased
quickly, as Davey Lopes lined
his third pitch of the game for
- a single. Forsch allowed. nine
more hits, but not many were
damaging, and he was the
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At Cain's AMC, Jeep, Inc.
Novi's the time to buy a Jeep so you'll be ready for those
pretty days ahead at the lake. Come by while we have a
good selection to choose from.
Joint CJ-7 Rer,eoadn
Special Prices Now Until April 30th.
Come by and talk with one of our salesmen They'll give you a deal you can't resist
Jeep AMC VI
Cain's AMC, Jeep
641 North Inc. 753-6448
biggest offensive outburst of
the young season as Houston
won its fifth game ..(n six
starts.
Cesar Cedeno supplied the
big blow for the Astros, a
three-run homer in the fifth
inning that broke a 3-3 tie.
• Reds 9, Braves 5
Cincinnati's- Dave' Con-
cepcion. weakened by chicken,
Lyle Makes First 1979
4 Appearance Good One
pox shortly before the end of
spring training, apparently
has regained his strength.
Concepcion . unleashed . his
power against Atlanta, con-
necting for a grand slam
homer, a 380-foot drive over
the cnterfield fence in the
fifth inning as the Reds
handed the Braves their fifth
loss in six games. -
Player Is Satisfied
With Practice Play
By the Associated Press
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Defen-
ding chafrIpion Gary Player
was pleased with his
preparatrion entering today's
opening round of the 43rd
Masters Golf Championship,
but he also is realistic.
"I've been playing well in
practice rounds," the
diminutive South African said
Wednesday.. "But shadow
boxing is not the answer
here."
Player, only foreigner ever
to win this prestigibus in-
vitational event, is well down
the list of .favorites, with
oddsrnakers establishing 1977
Masters champion and this
year's leading money-winner,
,Toni Watson, as the golfer to
beat.
"Watson is playing well, and
deserves to be the favorite,"
Player said. "But predictions
are not the thing that matters.
It's ,the score. There are too
many good players to predict
that I will win. All I can do is
my best." -
The 5-foot-7, 150-pounder
has played In only three
tournaments in the last five
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time on his 4,000-ace
thoroughbred horse farm in
South Africa. He failed to
make the cut at the Tour-
nament of Champions and the
Heritage Classic, but stormed
to a second-place finish in the
Greater GreensborcOpen last
week.
Player predicted low scores
this week over the picturesque
7,040-yard, par 72 Augusta
National Golf Club course, but
only if tbe weather is ideal,
and the early forecast called
for a 60 percent chance of
showers today.
The 29-year-old Watson used
his Masters triumph two years
ago as a springboard to the top
of this gan le, claiming 10 of his
12 tour titles in the last two
seasons, both times ranking
No. 1 on the money list. He
won the Heritage two weeks
ago by 5 shots in a tuneup for
the Masters; which has an
international field of 72
players.
Jack Nicklaus, who holds a
record five Masters titles
among his 16 major • cham-
pionships, finds himself in a
strange situation — that of not
being favored.
The tournament was
scheduled for a 9 a.m. EST
start, with veteran Gene
Littler and Leonard Thom-
pson forming the first of 36
twosomes.
Most of the opening round
attention was expected to
center on Wat,son and his
playing partner, the long-
hitting Spaniard. Seve
Ballesteros, who finished 18th
here last year.
The field aide' includes
Lanny Wadkins, only two-time
winner on the PGA tour this
year with triumphs in the Los ,
Angeles Open and the Tour-
nament Players Cham-
pionship.
Ray Floyd, 1966 Masters
winner, forged into the group
of contenders last week when
he came from 6 strokes back
on the final day to win the
Greensboro event.
Lee Trevino, who once said
his gan le was not suited to the
Augusta National course, also
ranks arnimg the possible
winners along with Andy
Bean, who has finished in the
fop five four times this year.
Hawaiian Open winner
Hubert Green must also be
considered. He plays this
course well, finishing in a tie
for second last year with
Watson and veteran Rod
F:unseth.
There will be considerable,





Sparky Lyle sure hates
spring training — you could
tell by his performance this
year. -
"I wasn't digging it too
much," says the 1977 Cy
Young Award winner, who
had a typically poor exhibition
season.
During the regular season,
however, it'd usually a dif-
ferent ball game for _Ng' —
like Wednesday night, during
the Rangers' 4-0 victory over
the Cleveland Indians.
Making his first appearance
of 1979, the star reliever made
it a good one with two spotless
innings in back of Steve
Corner's sparkling one-hit
pitching.
couldn't do a thing in the
bullpen tonight," said Lyle,
"but soniething happened
between the bullpen and the
mound."
Lyle, acquired from the
New York Yankees in an off-
season trade, helped support a
Texas shutout string that has
now reached 23 innings.
"They had their best pit-
ching working:" said
California's Bobby Bonds,
hitless in four tries. "I look
back and think about just how
good the Rangers would have
been last year if they made an
effort to get genuine relief
pitching like Lyle and Jim)
Kern."
American League
In other AL games, the _
Baltimore Orioles nipped the
New York Yankees 6-5 in 10
innings; the California Angels
turned back the Minnesota
Twins 11-2; the Kansas City
Royals hammered the Detroit
Tigers 10-3 and the Oakland
A's outscored the Seattle
Mariners 14-7.
Rain postponed -. the
ChicagoToronto game. •
Orioles 6, Yankees 5
Rick Dempsey's bases-
loaded single in the 10th led
Baltimore over New York.
Baltimore, which had tied the
game at 5-5 with a three-run
ninth, loaded the bases in the
10th off Yankees reliever Rich
Gossage on a single by Ken
Singleton and two walks.
Paul Mirabella came in to
retire Larry Harlow for the
second out, .but Dempsey hit a
1-2 pitch from Dick Tidrow
into short center field to score
pinch-runner John Lowen-
stein,
Angels 11, Twins 2
Nolan Ryan fired a three-
hitter, striking out 10, and Don
Baylor knocked in five runs to
lead California pver Min-
nesota. Loser Dave Wiz
departed in the seventh inning
when the Angels rallied for six
runs, two on a double by
Baylor, to put the game out of
reach.
Along with his double,
Baylor collected two singles in
the Angels' 17-hit attack.
Royals 10, Tigers 3
Shortstop Alan Trammel's
error on a potential double-
play ball let two runs score
and Fred Patek, George Brett
and Hal McRae lashed con-
secutive doubles as Kansas
City rallied for seven runs in








The full size shock that equals or exceeds
original equipment specifications. Fits most
U.S. cars and pickups and many imports. A
terrific value at a shockingly low price.
THIS SPECIAL LOW PRICE, PLUS INSTALLATION, ALSO
AVAILABLE AT PARTICIPATING CAW:WEST SERVICE STATIONS
AND GARAGES LOOK FOR THE CAROUEST BANNER.
JOHNNY RUTHERFORD
TWO-TIME INDY 500 WINNER
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76drs Open With 122-114 Win
•
Hawks Break Rockets' Streak
By the Associated Press
The Houston Rockets can't
stand too much of a good thing
— namely winning.
The Rockets, who had won
their last seven regular-
season games to get the home-
court advantage in - the
opening game of their best-of-
three series with Atlanta, lost
to the flawIt.s 109-106 Wed-
nesday night in_ the. National
Basketball Association
playoffs.
",We don't live with
,prosperity very well," said
Houston guard Mike Newlin.
"It's only when we are
presented with a- futile
situation, that we seem to
come out and play our best." '
New Jersey Nets Coach
Kevin Loughery often feels his
situation is futile, where
refereeing is concerned.
The Nets lost to the
Philadelphia 76ers 122-114
after their coach was ejected
from the: guile. The volatile
Loughery, who was assessed
42 technical fouls during the
regular season, got two more
Wednesday night and ..was
ousted with 7:32 left in thee
third period.
"It's a league rule that you
can't talk about officiating,"
he complained later. "But I
think we should be able to talk
about officiating." '
With Wednesday's games,
all four NBA divisions had
played their first games.
Action resumes Friday with
the Rockets and Hawks
moving to Atlanta and the
Sitters and Nets going to
Piscataway, N.J.
Teams that did battle,
Tuesday also resume first-
round play Friday, with the
Phoenix Suns joining the Trail
Blazers in Portland and the
Denver Nuggets visiting the
Los Angeles Lakers.
Phoenix beat Portland 107-
103 Tuesday, while Denver
downed Los Angeles 110-105'
that night.
The Hawks would seem to
have a big advantage at home
in the Onini, where they have
won 34 games this season — 18
in a row — and lost just seven.
But, said Atlanta Coach
Hubie Brown, "We don't think
this is a one-game series
because we won. They could
coma to our place Friday and
do a great job."
.11ouston, which has lost four
of five games to the Hawks
this season, seemed ready to
reverse the tide when they
took a 57-50 halftime lead.
But Atlanta started the third
quarter with a 16-6 scoring
spurt and they gave up the
lead, as Dan Roundfield
scored 23 points , and got 18
rebounds before fouling out
with 2:07 left. Atlanta's usual
high scorer, John Drew, hit
only four of 24 shots and
finished with 15 points.
"If yould told me that•Drew
would go fair for ;4 and we'd
still win, I'd have bet $5,000
against it," Brown said. "We
had a lot of unsung heroes
going for us tonight."
Moses Malone led the
Rockets with n point's and 17
rebounds while Newlin added
16.
In Philadelphia, Julius
Erving scored 28 points and
the 76ers, never fell behind,
even though the Nets' John
Willianisdh poured on 38
points before his ejection on a..
second technical with 1:29
remaining.
The 76ers led twice in the
first period by margins of 10
Lull On The Links
By: WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA, Ga. — They teed
off today in the 43rd Masters
Golf Tournament with many
people wondering if the game
is ready to produce_another
star figure'.
One is needed desperately.
Television ratings are
plummeting — down 25 per-
cent in some instances. The
winter tour, which whets the
appetite for the long sununet
pursuit of the sun, has
spawned a collection of John
Doe winners, many of whom
woulcinj— be recognized in
their own neighbortoods.
Whatever happened to 'Jack
Nicklaus? He hasn't won a
tournanient all year and is
79th in the money standings.
And Toni Watson, the freckled
Huckleberry Finn out of
Kansas City — he's back on
top of the nioney list but not
setting the grass on fire. He
has one tournament victory in
1979.
. Arnold %Palmer
remeinber Arnie's Army? —
points. Erving's fast break
made it 33-22 at the end of the
period. ' •
Williamson kept the Nets in
the contest, hitting 12 of his 15
first-half points during the
SeCiilid period. A 15-foot
juniper by Henry Bibby made
it 55-45 at the half.




BENTON — Hugh Massey
of Murray and Ron Colbert of
Mayfield are tied for 12th
place after one day of the
National Bass Association's
Kentucky National Tour-
nament at 'Kentucky and
Barkley lake&.
Massey and Colbert each
weighed in with five pounds,
four ounces in the $32,250
event, which drew. 82 corn-
peititors. Nelson Craft caught
18 pounds, six ounces to lead
the entrants..
The big bass, a seven-pound,
two-ouncer, was caught by
Jini Battoe. Rowland Martin,
of Broken Arrow, Okla., and
C.F. Evans, of Houston, Mo.,
two of the bigger names in the
event, were in ninth and 17th
place, repectively.
Martin, 39, is the all-time
money winner in bass-fishing
history with more than
$150,000 in earnings.
A total of 84 bass were
caught in the tournament,
which runs through Friday. • -
The event features a $2,500
cash prize and a $5,000 boat rig
for the winner. Second prize is
$1,000 and third is $500. The
entrant catching the biggest
bass will earn a $5,000 boat
rig.. ,__
Professional Golf Is At A Crucial Crossroads
will be 50 in September. He
hasn't won a tour event since
1973. South African Gary
Player, leathertough, is 43 and
rated no better than a 12-1 shot
in the tournament he won so
sensationally a year ago.
San Francisco's Johnny
Miller, who used .to pull bir-
dies out of a hat like' a
magician and who once
loomed as golf's "Golden
Boy," has lost his groove. He
hasn't been higher than 26th in
a tournament this year.
Renieniber Lee Trevino, old
Super Mex, the feisty Latin
with the hustler's heart and a
carnival barker's tongue?
He's still battling to overcome.
his encounters With a lightning
bolt in 1975, and it's all uphill.
Big-time golf appears—at a
crucial crossroads.
Is the game, after twO
glamorous and prosperous
decades dominated first by
Palmer and then Nicklaus,
headed for an inevitable
period of blandness?
Many observers think so.




Open.9 : 30-5 :30, Mon.-Sat.
Just
Arrived








Also Just Arrived Large
Selection Of Gift Items
Such things run in cycles. The
TV ratings are a depressing
barometer. Even the most
deciicated of fairway buffs are
finding the tour one gigantic-
yawn.. •
Such a Slump followed—the
glorious era of Bob Jones and
Walter Hagen in the 1920s and ,-
1930s. Ben Hogan, Byron -
Nelson and Sam Snead
revived interest in the sport
afterVorld If only to see
another lull until Palmer and
his Army went on the ram-
page in the late 1950s.
Nicklaus picked up the cudgel
in the early . 1960s and
proceeded to sweep to 15
major professional chant-
pionships — a mark that
appears beyond mortal reach.





Milwaukee 3 1 760
Baltimore 3 2 800
Boston 2 2 SOO
New York 2 3 WO
Detroit 1 2 .333
Torontb 1 3 *0
WEST
Cleveland- 1 4 300
Texas 3 0 1 000 -
Mannenitta_ 4 1 -MO
Kansas City 4 1 800
Seattle 4 3 ..571
California 3 3 500 1/2
Chicago 1 3 250 21/2
Oakland 1 5 167 31/2
Wednesday's Games
Toronto at Chicago. ppd.
Baltimore 6, New York 5 10 innings
Kansas City 10, Detroit 3
_ Texas 4, Cleveland 0
Cal/Farrell N1rtioisota-2
Oakland 14, Seattle 7
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Toronto Underwood 0-1 at ChicagL
r Proly 0.1
Boston e Torrez at Milwaukee
Travers 0.Oi. n
New York (John 1.0, at Baltimore
'Flanagan 1411, (a)
Clevelahd S Waits 141, at Texas , Jenkins
.1-0., in
Minnesota (Erickson 0.0, at Califorrua
.-egnapp




New York at Chicago
Kansas City at Toronto
flaltimore at Milwaukee, l'n)
Detroit at Texas, in
Caldornia at Oakland, (n;




Best of Three Series
fasters Cenderesee
Ilisdneaday's Game
Philadelphii 133, New Jersey 114
Fiday'a Game
Philadelphia at New Jersey
Suoday's Game
New Jersey a Philadelphia if neces-
sary.
Wedmeadiry a GEM'








Denver 110, Los Angelis 106
Friday's Gene
Denver at Ins Angeles
Sanday's Game





W L Pct GB
















0 ,.3 ___.030 3
WEST '
5 1 633 -
4 2 MT 1
4 3 521 Ins
3 4 4111
2 4 .333 3
-147- 4
Wednesday's Games
Oucagoat St louis, ppd , ram
Montreal 3, New York 2. 11 uirungs •
Cincinnati 9. Atlanta 5
Philadelphia 5. Pittsburgh 4
-Houston 19. lau Angeles 3
1911Vi Diego 4, San Francisco 1 _
Philadelphia Lerch o-o, at sr. 'for.
Lachry
San Diego , Rasmussen 0-1 at S.,
Francisco Knepper 0-0i • _
St. Louis 'Denny at Pittsburi.
Robinson , ni
Atlanta McWilliams 0-1) at lun Ana,-
les Messerstruth 1-0,, in)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
St Louis at Pittsburgh, in ,
Cincinnati at San Diego, , n
Atlanta at Los Angeles, in.






NEW YORK YANKEES- Reactivii:, -
Juan Beniquez, outfielder Designate,'




Fernandes. defensive end, to a seri',
oneyear contracts.
SOCCER
Nor* Amerleu Soccer League
CHICAGO STING-Sold Gerry 1040s,'
midfielder. to the Calffornia Surf for
undisclosed amount of cash
• Americas Soccer League
CLEVELAND COBRAS-Signed Fr
Ravenscoft, defender, and Fred ha.
goaltendet
NEW JERSEY AMERICANS-Siet-'
Sept Gantenhammer and Ferns'.:





AIABAMA AIN -Named Ray •
head football coach
OHIO, STATE- Announced
resignation of Fred Taylor, or',
educatton and intramural instructor
ORAL ROBERTS IJNIVERSI7'.
Named Ken Hayes head teske(ha,
and Mike O'Rourke associate
•
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTA1E-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY IND AURORA
The Number To Call
753-6434
Golf has been on a celestial
voyage since Palmer started
squinting into the sun and
sinking putts from here to
eternity in the mid-1950s and
Nicklaus began,- -- his
phenomenal pro ciftvr in
1962.
Watson, 29, emerged as a
possible heir apparent when
he beat Nicklaus in' those
great birdie duels in 1977, but
he has failed to grab the game
by the throat and dominate it.
Meanwhile, Jack, at age 39,
insists — in the vein of Mark
Twain — that reports of his
golfing demise have been
grossly exaggerated.
Jim Floyd left) conducts the weigh-in as Rowland Martin of Broken Arrow, Okla., looks onduring the first day of the National Bass Association's Kentucky National Tournament Wed-nesday. Martin was in ninth place in the event, which runs through Friday.
Photo by scary Barrow
Garland Signs
With Wildcats
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, KY. — All-
state forward Sharon Garland
of defending state champion
Laurel County has becornethe
fifth player to sigma national
letter-of-intent with the
University of Kentucky Lady
Kats.





118 So. 12th — 753-0035
Oldsmobile Gas Savers!
Cutlass Supreme 260-V8
19 Miles Per Gallon
Toyota Celica — 18 MPH • Datsun 280Z 16 MPG
Mazda RX7 —18 MPG • MG - - 16 MPG
Audi 5000— 17 MPG
These Gas mileage estimates can be found
in 1979 U.S. Government EPA Guide.
We can give you the extra room in an American made comfortable
automatic with better gas mileage than most imports and for less
money.
Our Cutlass Supreme Coupe
Starts at $5 171.64 Plus Destination Charge
GMAC & BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE UP TO 44I
MONTHS TO PAY
See Jim Kuykendall, Jerry Hopkins, Mike Outland or Wells Purdom Jr
Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
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Corvettes,Continentals,Cadillacs
At Top Of Pro Car Thieves' List
FRANKFORT — If you
drive a Corvette, Lincoln
Continental, Cadillac or
almost any type of four-wheel-
drive vehicle, don't park it in
any dark places.
All four are at the top of the
professional car thieves'
midnight shopping list right_
now and, if you are ripped off,
you may nevensee your car
again, even if the thief Is
caught.
According to Lt. Richard
McQuown, commander of the
State Police Auto Theft Unit,
at least 50 percent of the cars
now being sought as stolen in
Kentucky may pever be
recovered because they were
_ cut up and disposed of by
selling off the parts. McQuown
blamed the problem on a
growing steal-to-order parts
racket- that is generating
nationwide police concern.
The cars stolen are singled
out by make and model to fill
specific orders for specific
parts placed with the thieves
well ahead of the actual theft
itself, he said.
Then, the cutting-up
operation is handled by "chop
shops" which can completely
dismantlit_ tpleQ vehicle
within 30 minutes, dispose of
all traceable engine, tran-
smission and dashboard parts
and deliver the rest to buyers,
often in the same day that the
theft-occurred.
Frequently, the thefts eke
committed by • juveniles hired
to steal the car and leave it at
a prearranged pick-up point.
The experienced juvenile car
thief, working for hire, Can
make as much as $500 in one
day.
McQuown_ Said police are
confronted -with two major
problems in attempting to
shut down stolen car
operations.
First, tracing parts back to
the original automobile in
order to connect a thief to a
specific theft is difficult
because the parts are not




cite a number of cases in
_which an almost Sherlock
Holmes-like approach to that
problem by state police has
--paid off with convictions.
In one such instance, a state
police investigator traced a
car door back to the vehicle
owner by searcing records to
identify every car of that
make and model which had
been reported stolen and,
then, interviewing those
owners to deterniine if they
could recognize the door.
One of the persons contacted
remembered having touched
up a scratch on her car door
with some matching paint.
"Sure enough," said
McQuown, "he the in-
vestigator) went back, looked
at the door. again, this time
with the woman, and there it
(the touched-up stretch)
was." Similar identifications
also have been made by
looking for holes drilled by the
owner-victim to install CB
__radios, stereo equipment, gun
racks and other accessories.
The other problem cited by
McQuown arises from the fact
that not all vehicles stolen in
Kentucky are cut up or.
''parted out" for resale here.
Many wind up as parts on
distributors' shelves in other
states, hundreds or thousands
of miles away.
One of the biggest centers
for the distribution of stolen
auto parts is believed to be
Chicago, where police in-
telligence indicates ,that
organized crime has grabbed
control of many of that area's
salvage yards for the purpose
of moving stolen parts in high
volume for large profits.
Some of the parts
RAPPELLING — Cadet Bernard Wilson, Memphis State
University, watches for the instructors signal to go in the
basic rappelling class at ft. Campbell's Air Assault School.
After learning the on. the. 1(1 foot tower, students






George Landolt John Boyer
LANDOLT
TREE SERVICE
originating from that city
have been traced to such
distant points as Los Angeles,
Dallas and San Antonio.
Similar operations also have
been uncovered along the
eastern seaboard of the United
States, from Boston to Miami
and extending as far west as
Cincinnati, St. Louis and
'Indianapolis. Illinois Senator
Charles Percy, who recently
conducted an investigation
into national auto - theft
operations, has labeled the
racket as being "the most
lucrative, illegitimate
business in America ) today."
Although state police auto
theft Investigators here are
reluctant to compromise their
own criminal intelligence by
openly discussing the extent to
which organized crime may
be linked to auto thievery and
the stolen parts business, in
Kentucky, they do indicate
that the problem is of serious
and growing concern.
During the past four to five
months alone, at least five
chop shop operations have
been broken up by state police
in Kentucky.
One operator, arrested for
the third time — "and he's
back out on bail, doing it
again," McQuown said
admitted having chopped up
and parted out some 3,000
vehicles in his own basement
at a profit of several thousand
dollars each.
State Police also are un-
covering evidence to indicate
that some Kentucky-based
salvage yard dealers, finding
it increasingly hard to com-
pete with the chop shops which
market parts at bargain
prices, have begun trading in
stolen parts themselves.
They just don't ask where
the parts are coming from,
said McQuown who quoted one
of the larger dealers as telling
him: "If you are going to live
in this business, you can't
afford to be lily-white."
Although McQuown is
clearly concerned about the
amount of professional car
thievery he sees in Kentucky,
state police arrest and vehicle
recoverings are increasing.
And those increases, he
says, are largely the result of
a highly successful effort,
called the "Screaming Eagle"
program, begun in 1975 with
the support of the Independent
Insurance Agents of Kentucky
to recognize those state police
officers reporting the highest
number of arrests and
recoveries annually.
Each year, the top three
officers recognized under that
program receive expense-paid
vacations from the insurance
agents.
Since 1974, the lest full year
before the "Screaming
Eagle" Program was adop-
ted, state police arrests and
vehicle recoveries have in-
creased by 152 percent and 111
percent, respectively.
During 1977, the latest year
• for which statqvide uniform
crime statisticaf comparisons
are available, 70.5 percent of
all arrests reported by all law
enforcement agencies in
Kentucky were attributed to
the state police.
McQuovni said that what is
• --needed most now to. turn the
auto theft problem around is
enactment of an auto title law
for Kentucky 4the only state
still without one) and adoption
of federal legislation requiring
that all auto parts be marked
by the manufacturer with a
traceable number.
Stiffer federal penalties also
are needed, he said: -There's
a $5,000 fine just for turning
your odometer back, (but)
they don't give you that much
for stealing the whole car."
DRIVER TRAINING PIONEER: Dr. Amos Neyhart, third from left, prufessor emeritus
Pennsylvania State University and nationally reccignized as "the father of drive
eclucation: was,on the Murray State University campus last week to speak to
meeting of .the College and University Safety Education ASS-Ociation and to inspect th
university's new program for teaching the handicapped to drive. Dr. Neyhart starte
the first classroom and laboratory class in the field of driver and traffic safety in 1933
44•Penn State College High SchooL Today, more than 25,000 schools teach the programsit;
ii#*Shown, left to right, are: Dr. George Nichols, chairman of the Department of Safetrri
Engineering and Health at the university; instructor Larry Russell; Dr. Neyhart; Dr. Mar-44
yin Mills, a professor of safety and health and director of the training of handkapped.
drivers program; and Dr. Kenneth Winters, dean of the College of Industry anci








(and where it's cheapest)
With Mobile CB
TRC-422 by Realistic' -
Save now on the perfect CB for gas hunting.
Features a 2-way switch for instantly changing to'
Highway Info Channel 19 or Emergency Channel 9.
- Flip it again, and you're back on. your regular channel.
Installation hardware included. 21-1531
Don't get strianded
without gasoline!
CB is the way to find
out who's got it, prices,
who's open, who's closed
Save 40 95
$79 Rqg:119.95 in1979 Catalog








A real step-saver! Just press the Talk-Bar to speak or the
Lock-Bar for hands-frRe listening. Illuminated Talk-Bar







The ultimate in recording Show
off your hi-ft system with 8










-Big speaker- sound. but
only 173.--4" high. 8" woofer.
2'2" tweeter. genuine
walnut veneer. 40-1984---..-
Protects your home, your family'24
hours a day' Built-in test button for
- safe operation. With battery. fire








Fun on the run Rich dual-speaker
sound Battery included 12-191
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Cash in Bank-General Fund
Certificate of Deposits






Ky. City Has Ten Year Old Mayor
FRANKFORT-One "city" mayor-
as Kentucky hasn't had any The city is Paradise City
inflation this year and is and the mayor is Mike
sitioothly run by a ten-year old Vargosko
Paradise City exists within
the walls of Barbara O'Con-
nell's fifth grade classroom at
Kingsolver Elementary
*NOTICE *
The Statement of Financial Condition of Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association and its subsidiaries, Murray Warehousing Corporation
and Western Dark Tobacco Packing Corporation are presented as follows,,The
records of each were audited by our independent auditors, Shackelford..Go•xle
& Thurman.
The cash in bank as shown on each is for currenCoperation. Excess funds are
being invested in Certificates of Deposit with local banks earnin_g the highest
rate of interest at the date of issue. Notes Receivable by and between Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association and its subsidiaries are deniand- •
notes. interest at eight percent, paid annually.






Certificates of Deposits-Banks .
Account Receivable-En iplofees
Account Receivable-L.B.C.








Stock-Murray Warehousing Corporation . .17,500.00
Stock-Western Dark Tobacco Corp  50,000.00
Stock-Kentucky Farm Bureau Marketing Ass'n Z•10.00
Stock-Louisville Bank for Cooperatives - 100.00
67.800.00
FIXED ASSETS
Office Building and Equipment 52,615.04
1Rss: Depreciation Allowance .. 18,055.16
34,559.88
Laud Lot under Office Building) 12,500.00
47,059.88
OTHER ASSETS ( Note 1)
Tobacco Inventory (Pledged to C.C.C.  142,361.02
Less: Liability owing to Coruniodity Credit Corp. 4142,361.02
Total Assets 259,608.82
-- • LIABILITIES, MEMBERS RESERVES AND EQUITIES
LIABILITIES
Murray Warehousing Corporation   6,582.41
_Less: Due from Louisville Bank for Cooperatives 6,582.41
MEMBERS FEES, RESERVES and EQUITIES
-Membership Fees •
Reserves-Promotional and Contingency
Men lbers Equities 






Note 1 - Under the Association's agreement with the CornmoditY' Credit Cor-
poration, these loans are payable from the proceeds of sales of tobacco com-
prising pledged inventories. The Association has no contingent liability for any
deficiency arising out of the failure of such sales to liquidate these liabilities.
BALANCE SHEET
MURRAY WAREHOUSING CORPORATION
, JUNE 30, 19'78
ASSETSCURRENT ASSETS
Cash in Bank 195,139.95
Receivables
Due froni Affiliated eompanY  11,888.77
Grain 147,345.01
Farmers (Seed and Chemicals) -  5,160.79
Railroad Claims 3,296.72
Income Tax-Refand Receivable . 12,708.52






Seed and Chemicals 
Total Current Assets - , 
PROPERTY ANDEQUIPMENT _Cost Depree.
,,Muildings and Floodwall _ 139,859.98 • 73,886.84
' -Machinery, Equipment and Tanks 7290124.39 ,. 204,456.05
Trucks , . 25,331.50, - 16,060.23
894,315.87 294,403.12
Land 



















Balance July 1, 1977
Net Income-Year Ended June 30, 1978













































Kentucky Income Taxes Payable
CAPITAL
Stock (authorized 1000 shares $100.00 par Value
issuea and outstanding 505 shares
-Contingency Reserve:
Balance June 30, 1977
0 Gain-Year ended 6-30-78
13alance June 30, 1977






















School in Fort Knox. For two
years the simulated city has
helped reinforce the English
and math skills of O'Connell's
fifth graders and has taught
them the basic principles of
democracy.
O'Connell developed the
idea of the mock city, with its
bank and elected officials, as a
means of helping students put
their skills to work -in a way
that is not painful for them."
"I was in college before I
ever filled out a check," said
O'Connell. "I wished I had had
something like this in my
education."
Paradise City is not a game.
Students have checkbooks and
balance sheets, and they pay
property and income taxes.
And if one should break the
rules of the city, he or she pays
a fine levied nv the officials
,elected by the class.
Every student has two jobs
'to do each week. Some consist
of manual labor, such as
cleaning areas of the class,
washing the chalkboard or
passing out papers. Students
also have academic contracts
to !Ulf ill which may mean self-
testing or working on a par-
ticular math or English skill.
Paradise City has its own
currency. The students are
paid a salary for completing
their work and bonuses for
doing extri-tvork. Out of this
they must pay property taxes,
based on where they live, and
income tax. The tax form is
the Paradise City 10-90.
"Everyone can participate
in the town," ' O'Connell iaid.
"The basic skills requir,,e(ace_
simple. But there is room for
the more advanced students to
excell, mainly through
, starting businesses."
To start a business, a
student must have a bank
, balance of 8100 and demon-
strate good conduct and study
habit the-business must
not cost the student or his
parents very much real
money.
"There are about seven
businesses operating right
now," said O'Connell. "One
girl sells popcorn. Other
students sell things they
make, such as bookmarkers
and woodburnings."
The elected officials, a
mayor and three city council
members, maintain order in
Paradise City. Students
caught disrupting class or
running in the halls are fined.
Only the elected officials can
levy fines and students must
pay them. "There's no abuse
of power because I say .there
won't be," added O'Connell
"I'm not trying to teach any
complex democratic a-aci
economic principles," she
said. "Just the broad, ban.
concepts. You have to work t
earn money, and you _need V
spend it wisely. —
'Some parents have told me
they were impressed by
pn7gram. Add -the !tridents
seem to be learningirorn [4,
One student _said, 'It's fun
act like a grown-up'
O'Connell said.
Like their parents, student:
in Paradise City are preparin',1
for the April 15 deadline for
taxes. The advanced matl-
students will be profiting fror.
taxes Since they will be
opening up their own versior.





from several states have bee'
invited . to Murray Stat.•
University to interVic•A
teacher-certified graduatill.
seniors on the third annu,
Teacher Career Day Monda,..
April 16. •
They will be available fr4, .
10 a.m. to noon and from It
p.m. in Beshear Gymnasior4
in the Student Center
Students will be excused fro::
student teaching assignment,
to meet with the superin-
tendents. '
Planned by the Placenient
Service at Murray State,
Teacher Career Day is
designed to provide serii(Ts
and school representatives ar,
opportunity to meet on an
informal, unstructured basis
Students are advised to have
short- resumes available tor
the School officials.
"We hope seniors will
advantage of Teacher Cane's..
Day to make it sUcces.sf,
again," said Martha Guicr,
placement director. "It is ;44
occakion that providet
portunitieS for both sch,,, •
officials and students •th:c
would not otherwise h,
available."
L.=
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In Remembrance of thar
'Awed One on raster







- -Kills Germs By
Millions on
Contact















Do it yourself hair dryer, 1200 watts,
3 heat levels and 2 speeds, extra














Effectiye antacid, anti-gas, fast ac-
tion, low sodium.
12 Oz. Liquid or
100 Tablets
41/1




The great little dish with 101 different uses. From4
oven to table. Set of 2 No. P-140
Lawn Flower
Ornament


























Kills fleas up toa 4 months, aids
in tick control. Choice of dog
or cat collar
Foster Grant Sun Glasses
New 1979 styles, for ladies, men and children























Self adjusting, retains natural
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HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY orne Items not exact as •ic tured
Extension
Cord
12 Gauge. 3 C'unductor
Oran ge•Color
Reg. $29.97












Makes 100 Gals. of Spray
1 Gallon Jug









Ky. 31 Tall Fescue, 51b. bag 





























































For 3/4" Drive Sockets
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Stovall Will Stand
And Talk Later
By MARIA BRAD EN
Associated PreseWriter
OWINGSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall
says she'll "stand and talk"
about issues when the time is
right in her bid for the
Democratic --gubernatorial
nomination.
"Maybe I shouldn't . ask
people to take me without
completely written-out
staten tents," Mrs. StOval3jsoid
in an interview Wednesday
during a campaign 'swing
through Bath County, "( but) I
don't thinIciit's necessary now.
They trust me enough to know
I'll keep my promises."
Mrs, Stovall said she would
, begin discussing issues when
advised to do so by her
campaign managers, Frank-
fort lawyer Joe Leary and
Calloway County Judge-
Executive Robert Miller. -
She said she is aware of
criticism that she is afraid to
"go argue with the other
candidates," but she said,
-when the time comes, I will
be able to stand and talk."
Although she said she has
.not "sat down and done the
issues," Mrs. Stovall said
rural roads would be her top
priority as well as the needs of
senior citizen's.
"But I'm not going to just
make a whole bunch of
promises — I'll wait-and see
what I can do,- she said.
The- lieutenant governor
spent the day shaking hands in
several small Bath County
towns where she was widely
recognized. Several women
told her they were glad to see
a woman running.
Mrs. Stovall said she ex-
pects to get the woman's vote
as well as the "every-day
• people's" vote.
•'People say a woman can't
do it...but they said that when
I ran for lieutenant governor,"
*he said.
• However, Mrs. Stovall said
she doesn't expect people to
vote for her on the basis of her
- sex.
"I don't ask people to be for
Thelma because she's a
woman," she said. "I think I
know more -about -Kentucky
than any other candidate — so
what's the difference whether
I'm a man or woman?"
Asked if she thought the
executive order she issued last
week allowing state troopers
to have union dues deducted
from their paychecks had
backfired, she said it was
silly_thing for  iGov. Julian
Carroll) to throw a fit over."
Mrs. Stovall had issued , the
order while Carroll was out of
the state, but the governor
revoked it when he returned.
Mrs. Stovall raid she had
planned to include the issue in
her‘ call for , a special
legislative session earlier this
year, but decided it might
jeopardize other police-
related legislation, and so she
postponed it until the next
opportunity, she said.
- She said she didn't see any
difference in allowing
professional engineers or
'state police to have dues
checkoff.
—
THE CREATIVE ARTS Department of the Murray Woman's Club recently sponsored
- art entries from Murray High School to the Kentucky Federation of Women's Club
District Art Contest.* Betty Scott, art instructor at Murray High School, stands with
Marilyn Miller (contest chairman), Tracy LaMastus (second place in College), Tracy Nall
(second place in Oils), Debi Henry (first place in Batik), and Ann Brooks (Creative Arts
Chairman). Miss Henry's batik quilt will be entered in the state contest later this month.
Atkins Predicts A Reassessment




— State Auditor George
- Atkins predicts a
reassessment of school
financing in light of a 5 per-
sent....„ceiling placed_ on,
property • tax revenue in-
creases by the recent special
legislative session. . •
"It will necessitate a total
reevaluation of how education
is funded in Kentucky,"




natorial candidate also said he
would keep hands off the
Legislature if elected, and
would propose a state income
tax exemption for pension-and
retirement inconie.
Atkins predicted that school
hnanacing would be one of the
first issues to face the 1980
General Assembly.
"The old horse and buggy
systemi of -using the property
tax won't work any more," he
said, adding that he was not
offering any specific alter-
natives at present.
Atkins called the ceiling on
tax revenue increases unfair
to local governments: ,
-You have a state body
'saying to the people of Ken-
tucky, 'We are granting tax
relief,' and then telling local
=governments, 'You give _it. to _
thenl.—
He said the 'Legislature
should start with the state
budget in finding Ways to
finance tax cuts, ,
Earlier. at Radcliff. Atkins
said that if he were elected he
would not _ interfere with
erection of legislative leaders
and would not use back-room
political arm-twisting to push
programs through the General
Assenibly.
'If I can't sell my programs
on the merits of -the case I
shouldn't use the taxpayers'
money on them," he said.
The leadership of the
General Assembly is
traditionally selected on an
unofficial basis by party
caucuses at' a weekend con-
ference at Kentucky Dam
Village the month before the
. assembly convenes.
Atkins said he would be able
to work with any leaders the
legislators select, and Would
attend the pre-legislative
conference only to make the
traditional governor's closing
address. -
He said he would not- veto
any bi4F unless -he were
morally.opposed to it and felt
it was not  in the best interest
of the people. He said any
vetoes would come early
enough in the session to allow
the Legislature to consider
overriding theni.
In Louisville, Atkins told
senior citizens he would
propose exempting pension
and retirement income frok
state income taxes.
His proposal, he said, would
extend exemptions already
granted state employees and
teachers. It would apply to all
pension and retirement
programs including those of
industries, and to federal,
state and local government
programs not now exempted.
It—would include military
retirees and would help small
independent businessmen by
•
We make house calls, every afternoon.
Guaranteed.
You don't get many services tliiese days, but
there's one that's still available. Convenient
home delivery of The Murray Ledger &
Times. every day.
Give us a call now and we'll have The Murray
Ledger & Times delivered to you.
Like we said, it's guaranteed. If your. Murray
ledger St times ever arrives wet or torn, or
doesn't arrive at all, call us between 5:30-6
PM. We'll send a car out with a freshcopy of
the Murray Ledger dr.Times to your door that
very evening.
No's the time to arrange for our guaranteed




exempting- up -to 915,000 of
income front private
retirement plans, he said.
Atkins said this could be
accomplished with a state
revenuk loss of less than $50
million, which could be
"financed by an overall
reduction —in- government
spending" without cuts in
existing programs.
Eight MSU ROTC Students
Receive Air Assault Badges
FORT CAMPBELL — Eight
Army ROTC cadets from
Murray State University
received their coveted Air
Assault Badges at the home of
the 101st Airborne Division
(Air Assault) March 20.
Graduation exercises
concluded a grueling seven
days of training at the Ft.
Campbell, K)'. school that
were designed to build the
students' self confidence and
teach them air assault
techniques and tactics used by
the "Screaming Eagles."
The successful cadets in-
cluded: Bernard E. Wilson,
James W. Porter, Jr., Robert
D. Reed, Robert J. McCoart,
Duane J. Foster, David G.
Sears; Darryl J. Stinnett and
Jay F. Sullivan.
Cadets under Army contract
for the ROTC program are
permitted to attend the Air
Assault School, but under
current regulations they must
pay for their own meals and
transportation to the 105,397
acre military post straddling
the Ky-Tn border. Par-
ticipation in the school is
usually scheduled so as not to
conflict with their regular
college curriculum.
The Air Assault Badge
resembles the familiar Air-
borne Wings worn by
paratroopers, but the
parachute - like the action
taking place in combat or
training - is replaced by a
helicopter.
The badge and the school
itself originated as "Air-
((noble" in early 1974 and was






The seven-day course is not
easy as indicated by the 35-40
per cent attrition rate per
class. About 15 per cent fail to
coniplete the initial task of
finishing a rugged 10-mile
forced road march in under
two hours and 20 minutes
while wearing full rucksacks,
steel helmets and load bearing
equipment and carrying a
simulated M-16 rifle.
The course is highlighted by
numerous rappels gliding
down a vertical surface using
a nylon rope wrapped through
a metal ring which is attached
,at the waist), from a 30-foot
tower; day and night rappels
from a helicopter hovering
between 80-100 feet and
climbing 40 feet up a
suspended ladder into the hold
of a CH-47 "Chinook"
helicopter.
The most challenging task
for many students proves to be
the Australian Rappel from
the tower. The Australian
Rappel calls for students to
run down the tower face-to-
earth rather than sliding down
backwards.
While the students are





course is not strictly physical.
There are classes covering
suchareas as: aircraft safety
and familiarization, path-
finder techniques, Air Force
support in combat, helicopters
versus tanks on the bat-
tlefield; • rigging ancLe_
slingloading equipment to
helicopters, medical
evacuation by helicopters and
the concepts and history of the
Air Assault Division.
With all the physical
demands on the student, he
must also pass two written




MOSCOW ( AP) — The first
Bulgarian spaceman and his
Soviet coniniander failed
Thursday in an attempt to link
up with the orbiting Salyut 6
space station and prepared to
return to Earth, the Soviet
news agency Tass reported.
"In the process of approach
there arose deviations front
the regular mode of operation
of the approach-correction
power unit of the Soyuz 33
spaceship and the linkup with
the Salyut • 6 station was




Rukavishnikov, 46, of the.
U.S.S.R., on his third space.
flight, had switched off their
engines during their fourth
and fifth orbits of the earth,
Tass reported earlier.
This put the spacecraft on
course after what Tass called
the shakiest blastoff in Soviet
space history, with winds of up
p 40 mph buffeting the
spacecraft during liftoff front
Kazakhstan's Baikonur space
center.
_Bakavishniov. is the sixth
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• Goodyear's best selling
diagonal ply tire
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A78-13 $ 88 $1.49
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Just Say 'Charge It'
Os- any at these 7 oth•r war;
• ,•ue • V,sa • Am..' +"
Lube & Oil Change
$688
Inci.dot up to f,e
*yetis n14101 bland
• 10 , 30 0.I ..er
cafe if needed
HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS
• ._Ctia,sis lubrication and oil
change • Includes tight trucks •










HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect and rOtate all tour tires • Set
caster. caMber, and toe In to proper align -
merit • Inspect suspension and steering
systAns • Must U S' cart, some imports -
• 0
121 U. 12th Shut
Store Manager Robert 1. Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
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Arrest Made
In Auto Thefts
SCOTTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Arrests may begin Thursday
ui connection with an auto-
6---rczation uncovered in




After a rash of auto thefts in
Sumner County, Tennessee,
sheriff's officers from that
county used a helicopter
Monday to follow up on a tip
and found the site strewn with
auto parts, officials said.
McGuffey said parts ap-
parently stripped from stolen
autos are being removed from
the site for identification
before arrests are made.
-We've had eight to ten men
out there loading the stuff up
in three or four truckloads
already. But there's more out
there ... it's a good-sized
area," he Said.
McGuffey said there are a
number of suspects from
Kentucky and Tennessee. The
site is on farm property, but
he said the suspects do not
include the owners of the two
farms involved.
State Police Lt. G.C.
McMillen said investigators
believe the auto graveyard
had been used for two or three
years and was basically "a
local operation." •
Most of the parts found at
the site are believed to have
been stripped from autos
stolen in Tennessee, officials
said.
JEANNIE HARRISON, Title I Remedial Reading
teacher at North Calloway Elementary is working with
a fourth grader, Dina Duncan, on word attack skills.
The Remedial Reading Program is a compensatory
program directed through diagnosis and remediation
toward correcting certain individual reading deficien-. dew_





TEHRAN, 'Iran (API -
Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's firing squads
executed five more of the
shah's men in the provinces
today, raising the confirmed
total to 106 in two months of
Islamic power.
• The state radio said a new
molutionary -court in the
northwestern- city of Zanjan
found army- officer Abbas
kors
I DREAD 6ETTIN6 OLD...
WILL YOU LOVE ME WHEN
l'AA OLD AND CRABBY?
NOT IF YOU C141AN6E0
6RADUALLY...Y00 COULD BE
NICE IN THE MORNING AND
CRABBY IN NE AFTERNOON
YOU DON'T KAVE BUT 1'15 




BUT o STILL BE





1 Steeple 5 Geraint's
6 Posts wife
11 MOther, e g. 6 Man s nick-
13 Encumber name
14 Latin con- 7 Paid notices
junction' cyprinold
" 15 Leads fish
-T7" War —9-Soult Amer,"
18 Attempt ican animals
20 Station 10 Surgical
21 I love Latin thread
22 Carbon 12 Maple. e g
24 Goddess of 13 Tallies
healing 16 Heroic .
25 Island off 19 Not as Old
Ireland 21 Comes
26 Bait 23 Groups of
-.28 Evergreens three
30 African over 25 Home-run
32 Hindu gar-, king
ment 27 Man's name
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Joe Todd or Larry Hale
507 South 12th 753-2824
Kahali, 53, gguilty at 4: 28 a.m.
of being "rotten to the core" •
and had him executed &no.-
nlediately.
In the southwestern oil
center of Ahwaz, four others
were executed at 4:25 a.m. on
the same charge, the radio
said. They were the former
mayor of the city of Boostan,
Shaey Mazrae, Mazrae's
brother. Hanild:_Ali, _Reza
Shojai, not further identified;
and Hossein Rahinii, a
military officer involved in
energy work.
'Eleveff--- others- were
executed in Tehran Wed-
nesday, the busiest day for the
firing squads -since
Khomeini's forces swept to
power Feb. 12after a yearlong




also went on trial Wednesday
-oh-charges of-torture and
murder. The trial began in
Tehran's Qasr Prison but was
shifted to a secret site because
of too many spectators and
witnesses, the state radio said.
The broadcast said 17
persons also were -Attested
and held for questioning at
Qasr Prison for association
with the .shah's regime. They
were said to include an army
general, a fotmer military
school classmate of the shah
and several army and police
colonels.
- More .than 4.000 persons are
believed held in Qasr Prison
on various charges leveled by
Khomeini's revolutionary
government, but .the exact
number in Qasr and other jails
around the country is not
known. -
The Iranian public
generally appeared VI ap-
prove the death sentences
handed down so far.
The leftist Fedayeen
guerrilla organization called
the execution Saturday of
former Prime Minister Aniir
Abbas-Hoveida a "service to
humanity," the state radio
said Wednesday.
And Khomeini, the 78-
yearold Shiite Moslem leader
of the -revolution, said the
Islamic regime is "respected
by all those who have concern




International and a number of
foreign governments have
called for an end to the
executions and secret trialsin
Iran.
The West Gerinan gover-
nment added its voice Wed-
. eesday, appealing to Iran's.
_revolutionary leaders to
respect the rights of those on
trial for supporting the shah.
t.f it -said that preservation of
human rights was a declared
goal of the Iranian revolution.
and "ddendants must not be
denied the international





LEXINGTON, Ky. (API -
_ Fayette Circuit Judge L.T.
Grant has denied a restraining
- order sought by-a-Lottissritle--
- man who said he was barred
front Keeneland Race Course
here.
Raymond C. Marillia Jr.
sued the Kentucky State
Racing Conimission and the
Keeneland Association,
claiming he was denicd en-
trance to the track oivopening
• .ilay April 6, and was told that
the Keeneland management
wanted him barred at all
times during the racing
season.
-aletiellainartit411461:000111111111Weitett




AP) — Rescuers completed a
search of about 80 percent of
the tornado-devastated sec-
tion of this North Texas
conununity by early today as
the death toll stood at 42 from




PARIS, Ky. (AP) - The
Paris City Commission has
rescinded pay increases for
city coninUssioners and the
mayor that it adopted at its
last meeting.
Several commissioners said
that at the earlier meeting
they believed that no pay raise
had been granted for those
posts for 10 years. However,
the mayor and commissioners
received a pay raise in 1978.
City attorney Jim Wilson
•had suggested raising the
salaries to the statuatory limit
of $3,000 for city com-
missioners and $4,000 for the
mayor. The posts pay $2,400
and $3,600 respectively.
pile of timber, steel and
concrete.
Mayor .Kenneth Hill had
said Wednesday that "I
wouldn't be surprised if we
had 100 dead in the final
count."
With increased reports of
scattered looting despite
patrols by National Guard-
smen, the city council Wed-
nesday night imposed .a
p.m.-to-dawn curfew in the
51Ta- Struck byrthe torriado
and a 9 p.ni.-to-dawn curfew in
other areas of the city.
Two persons were arrested
for looting Tuesday following
the tornado but there were no
arrests Wednesday, officials
said.
The city council also im-
posed a price freeze on such
items as medicines, food,
candles, lanterns, bedding and
hotel rooms. Hill said he had
heard reports of sorne mer-
chants selling gasoline for
$1.50 a gallon.
Meanwhile, as tornado-
whipped dust settled on both
sides of the Texas-Oklahoma
border, residents of three
other devastated communities
got a clear %new of what
happened when the tornadoes
raked the area and left the
two-state death toll at 57 dead.
Eleven persons were killed
in nearby Vernon, one in
Harrold and three in Lawton,
Okla., across the Red River.
As the stricken areas sought




There were no reports of
deaths, but Missouri officials
reported 10 persons injured
while-Arkansas officials said
44 were injured.
Texas Gov. Bill Clenients
toured the area by 'helicopter
and estiniated property
damage at between $200 and
$300 million. He said he ex-
pects federal-disaster aid for
the storm-raked area,
Sen. John Tower, R-Texas,
returned to his hometown of
Wichita Falls and said, "I've
seen the daniage of
hurricanes, a tornado, of
Anierican bombers over
Japan, but I never have seen
one. equal to this in terms of
damage."
More than 800 persons were
injured by the twisters that hit
"Tornado Alley," most of
them in Wichita Falls.
Hospitals were filled to
capacity as they treated about
500 persons. An additional 200
persons were treated for
minor injuries at emergency
aid stations.
An estimated 60 persons
were hurt to each of the
Vernon and Lawton,
twisters.
Power was restored Wed-
nesday night to all of Wichita
Falls, but there was a lack of
drinking water and sewer
plants were disabled.
Long caravans of pickup
trucks, vans, and cars with
rented trailers - stacked with
'salvageable .7- 4
moved back and forth from
the destroyed neighborhoods
Wednesday.
The areas were almost
enipty of life Wednesday
night. The only sounds were
twisted signs and frames of
homes swinging in a gritty
wind arid the whirling of two
police helicopters using
searchlights to probe for
looters.
Two funeral homes had to
use their garages as teal-
porary morgues.
"We had no other place to
put them. I never thought the
garage would be used for this.
I hope it won't be again," said
Jerry Van Loh, the owner of
Owens-Bruniley Funer4
Home, -where the dozens ot,
victims Were taken. -
On Wednesday, he watched
numb families come to his
garage throughout the day,
Otah--visittng there as a--last resort
in their search for missing
relatives.
"I can't imagine what it.
would be like to searcli.
through a city for scinieone.
you love. That's something,
none of us should have to go
through. They came here only




Subscribers elm beve met
received titeir_beeto-deivered
cep, of The !berm Ledger 4.
Thies. by 530 pa. Wedgy-
he* or by 3:10 p.a. on
Serterdays ore tweed to cell
753-1116 Wrenn 5:30 p.at.
eed epa.. Mooday-Ftidey, Ia
3130 p.m. and 4 pa. Satur-
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Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. -753-9491
Open 9 A.M. To 9 P.M. Daily
1 P.M. To 6 P.M. Sunday




We are an Igloo Warranty Station of-
fering free replacement hinges, han-






Ankle-high padded vinyl cuff. Cool, fast
drying, rot-resistant Dura-Kool Uppers.
,Sta-Kleen insole. Non-slip ciliated sole,
Retail $19.95 $ 1 250Sale
DELUXE GOLF BAG
NEW Flair styling accented^by
Wet-Look vinyl in a new eontemporary
design. Finished in Wet-Look vinyl with
Flair styling. 9" round step-down ring with
adjustable dividers. To-point suspension
with ''Fat Cat- sling CylindritlI con-
struction with uni-bottoM design Full-
length locker pocket with Zipper._ Zippered
ball pocket. Travel hood and umbrella
strao.
Retail $39.95
Big Mac's Reg $29 95
Special '225°
i• tt.L.14 THE MURRAY, Ky
.. LEDGER 411 TIMES, Thurs
























By virtue of an Order
of the Calloway Circuit
Court dated March 23,
1979, I will on the 25 day
of April, 15;9. at 1:00
p.m., at the Courthouse
Door, -Murray, Ken-
tacky, expose to public












wife, and Lwill proceed
to sell same to satisfy
the lien of the plaintiff,
Buford Winchester, and
the costs hereon to the
highest and best bidder
on the credit of three
months from the day of
the sale, together with
interest at rate of 8 per
cent, the purchaser
giving bond with ap-
proved security to have
the force and effect of A
judgment on which
execution may issue if
the same is not paid at
maturity, or the pur-
chaser may pay cash. on
the date of the sale and
forego the interest
charges.
The amount to be
raised is $500 plus court
costs-
Max Morris, Sheriff
- By Max E. Morris
2. NOTICE
G15E) IS LOVE. 1 John 4:8.
. But seek ye first 
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and' all these
_ Minos Shall be added 
unto
'7 -04t41- thew 6- 52.
 24 hour
phone. answer o s
'servants. NOT A TAPE. 759,
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our brOadcast





retail dealer. Write C.
Hudson, 2617 W. 7th.
Ft. Worth, TX: 76107,
or call 817-335-4161.
3. CARD OF THANKS
I WANT 10 thank ever*' 
one
for their kindness during th
e
illness and death of 
my
mother, Mrs_ Donnie L
amb. I
want to thank all the nur
ses
and staff at Wes
tview
Nursing Home. I also want to
thank Dr. Vire, Dr. Hal 
and
Dr. Hugh Houston for
 doing
all in their power to help 
her
And also to all the nurse
s at
the hospital. Nay God bl
ess
each of you. Motell Bray 
and
Family. _
E WISH to express 
our
appreciation and thanks fo
r
the many acts of ki
ndness
and sympathy extended t
o us
following the death of our
father and grandfath
er,
C-hesley Beach. A spec
ial
thanks goes to his nieces and




the death of our mother 
and
grandmotrser. Hattie Beach.
Thanks also to the Revs
.
Johnson Easley and Jim
Glass for their consolin
g
words, Alvin Usrey and
Janet Arnold for the music,




Funeral Home, to the donors
of foocLo_ns1 flowers, and to 
all
those who calledto express
_
their sympathy. May God's --
.richest blessings rest up
on
each of you. Raymond an
d--
Hazel Workman, Iva and
Twyrnan Edwards, and
Grandchildren.










leader in our field. One of bar, $11 99,
 24" bar, $14 55.
Northwestern Tennessee's
fastest growing companies.
has an opening for sales
manager who is experienced





and achieving goals. Position
includes salary in the $20,000
range plus bonus plan,
company car, expense ac
count, vacation, company
paid retirement plan, major-
medical health insurance,
life and weekly indemnity
insurance Send resume or
apply in person. Marion.
Pepsi Cola Bottling Corn





to Tayco, P.O Box 8010.
Stockton, CA 95208. 
WANTED CONSTRUCTION
field secretary. Some con-
struction background helpful
but not necesSery. _Strona
business background in
accounting and ad-
ministration would be ad.
vantagious. Salary com-
miserate with experience.
Send resume with salary
requirements to P.O. Box
766, Murray, KY 42071. 
WANTED: BABYSITTER
for 6 month old. Call 753-0528
after 3 30 pm. 
WANTED: WORLDBOOK,
Childcraft sales represen-
tative. Call 435 4.426 after 4
pm or 753.4161.
12. INSURANCE









FREE STORE 759 4600
S. LOST & FOUND 
LOST: APPROXIMATELY.7
month old mixed breed
feMaig - dog; mostly-
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face. Lost in
the vacinity of the New
Providence area Answers to
the name, of Pepper. If seen
please cair753-7618 after 5:30
pm.
LOST: BLONDE Cocker
Spaniel, 4 months old, in
vacinity of Tobacco- road
area. If found call 753-9181.
Reward! - 
LOST: - MT-NATURE
Schnauzer, 5 months old, red
collar with rabies tag. 436.
5838. 
$100 REWARD! for. the safe
return of my rust and white
Siberian Husky with blue
eyes, called Natasha, and no
questions will be asked. Call
497-ritior.  
6. HELP WANTE13 
CAPTAIN D'S is now ac•
rPO.Sing_aorrlic,Vions  for
counter sales and fry coaTi
for both days and nights. See
Mr. Lanier, Monday through
Friday, between 5:00 and
4:00 pm. No phone calls. 
HELP WANTED. Summer
work as youth camp Coun•
sler. 362-8660. 
(1.414Ci) NEE-0 extra cash,
part ol• 'full time opening in
-Educational sales. Manager
positiOn open We will train.
Excellent opportunity. Call
(502) 898 3241 after 5 pm
PART-TIME Fisher
Hunter. Need a sales
-representative for the
Kentucky Outdoor Press i
n
this area. -Only a few hour
s
per week necessary. Cal
l or
write K.O.P., 1516 Beech St.,













Imummoimmitatil -9111b dew= 75"489Ph.
1 11111111111 NOMEINSURANCE<•,•Wayne Wilson at302 N. 12th St.or Call 753-3263
14. WANT TO BUY 
-JUNK CARS deriver or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 521
1315. °
JUNK CARS. Call after 5pm,
474'8838. 
WANTED: 44 or 45 Caliber
pistol and a Remington 1100.
.247.9325.
Wallin Hardware, Paris 
HORSE SHOE bar, 5 swivel
stools, and Fridgid
are
electric stove  436 2504  '
_KEN HOLLAND prints, 
hie*
and second series, numbe
red
and un numbered. Call 
759
1093 or 437 4841
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
DUNCAN PHYE table and 6
chaos, maple bunk beds,
maple dining table and 6
chairs, 7 piece chrome





Hodge & Son, Inc.
2o5 So. 5th
GE OVEN hood and servic
e
unit, $50 Call 489 2623 after 6
rpm. 
WHITE FRIGIDARE clothes
dryer. Call 759 1197 after 4
Pm. 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
-t-Mieff-tMOW-E-R-43otter-i,L,--24_
month- guarantee, $20.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, $26.99; 60
month 95 amp, $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, 
NEW t°0LOR tv. antenna,
.40' tower, all remote controls
and lead in .wire. New bed
frame, adjustable, still 'in
carton. Manual Victor ad-
ding machine. 759 1156 
REFRIGERATOR, $35;
kitchen table•and chairs, $25;
room sized rugs, $20 and $30.
Call after 5 pm, 436-2294. 
SK IL SAW ,.sale mouei- 538,
$29.49; ...ltddel 574, 534 99
model 559, $54.99, model 552,
$6669: model 553, $72.99;
model 554, $79.99_ Wallin
8494. Hardware, Paris.
19. FARM EQUIP. 
ALMOST NEW Ford, 8 foot,
pickup disk, $600 Ford bush
hog, 6 foot, $500 M.F plow
,
no. 3, 14 inch plows, $400 Call
753 2878 or 753.4751
FERGUSON 3 14" BOTTOM
plow. Jackie Byerly, Route 6
Call 753-6085 
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28". 30- your choice,
$5.99 each Wallin Hardware,
Paris
SPRAYERS. 1 GALLON,
$12.99. 3 gallon! $1399.
stainless steel. 3 gallon,
12949,- are-
S'ar Ls. _ 
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive, $209 99 Wallin Har
dware, Paris
TRACTOR BA,TTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammp, group 3 EH. $44 99, 12
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H,
5.44.99 Wall,'" Hardware,
Paris.
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, 539 99 Why pay that high
Pr-Ice when you can purchase




$29.99, $3999 AND $4999
Wallin Hardware. Paris. 
16LAhLT. El Sly/ Or lease dark
or air cured tobacco base.
437.4198.
20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
TWO PERSON A frame
Alpine- tent, 7 pounds, gooCI
condition, $60 Also a
sleeping bag, Northface,
goose down season
_bag. yveight 3 pounds, color,
red $60 759 1639.. 
22. MUSICAL
ARIA CLASSICAL Spanish
guitar With case; hand
painted, approximately one
;ear old. 753 8260
SALE:
Last dimes to bay a Kimball at
a pries eves lower the, the
OS price. 111 nee maims omit
organ we order hats too-
sidaratily intim prices.
,t,;rnh211 keyboard organ
with rhyttun, one fingerchords.
base pedals New-$1245. SALE.
sass.
2. Kimball piano oritlitpackled
bench, NEW41295, SAIE
3 Used Kimball one keyboard
organ, NEW $119S, SALEsaw
4. Used Kimball 600 Spinet
I














AIRENS RIDING mlbwer, 7
hp, runs good. After 5 pm, 
7538886_
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
steel, $64.99; Colors. $69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris 
COMMODES, WHITE,
$39.99; Colors, $47.50 Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
EARTHWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with
six plates, 530.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
LAWN MOWER with steel
ball bearing wheels, 3, 2 hp




LARGE CAN drink machine,
for information call 753 9061 -
RAPID GRO, 8 or., Si 39. 16
or., 52.19, 32 oz., 5.375. 5 lb.,
57,75; 10 lb., $11.85 Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
RAPID SHARPENER tot
precision saw chain filing,
only $12.99 at Wallin Hard
ware, Paris.
SAW pUST for sale
Shoemaker Lumber . Co.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352 5777
STAINLESS STEEL ktchen
sink, double compartment, 4
hole, self-rimming, $29 99;
'$)9W'; $49.99. Wailin  
TEN SPEE lote14440;
snare _drum, $25; white tub
and Sink, $20; a differential
for a go-cart, $12; 100 amp
service without pole, $75 489
2440
TRAILER GAS-furnace for
sale, 65,000 BTU, MO Of best
offer. Phone 436-2769  
TWO FRENCH doors, good
condition, can be Seen at 500
Vine Streeter ca412-53-16$7- _
WHEELHORSE LAWN
mower,- 12 hp, 4 nert mower,
all automatic, 'hydrostatic






r v and stereo. Call 7537575. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR. SALE: one bedroom
mobile home, 10 X 40, $3000.
Eiccel lent COndtion  492.8614.
1967 HI LLCREST, 11 X 56, all
electric, - furnished, air
conditioned, like. Price
$3750 Phone 753- 62. - 
NICE TWO oorn fur
nishec1 mobilo- me on
private tot .Cale atter 5 pm,
759 1984
311. PETS-SUPPLIES.
B-ABY IABBI TS, assorted
colors, 5.3 each. 753-0180. I,
TOY POODLE, silver,"-
months, housebroke, Stalk .
Has papers Perfect for
small children or retired
persons. 759.4540, 
41 PUBLIC SALES 
BLACK ANGUS Rotisserie
broiler, small appliance%
household goods and ac-
cessories, draperies, bed-
spreads, almost new toys,
some clothing. 303 S 8th,
Street, Friday, April 13, 9arn
till 6pm, and Saturday, April
14,9am till  12
CARPORT SALE: Saturday
the 14th, furniture, clothing,
dishes, and lots of bargainS.
1017 College Farm Road 
MOVING SALE! Saturday 8




YARD SALE! Friday, April
13, 9 till 5. Three miles East
on 94, turn right at White's
Camper Sales, 4th trailer on
The right. Incase of rain it
Will be cancelled. 
43. REAL ESTATE 
IT MAY be small but so is the
price! 2 bedroom home
located within blocks of
downtown., good rental
property .We will show You
by calling 753 1492 offered
by 'Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Aii=zma.
F[M] MI]BOYD-MAJORS-1REAL ESTATE I753-8080 
1976 NEW MOON, 12 X 65,
cerdtrat-air 2 bedroom, 2
bath, not fu•nishect. set up on
122 X 132 Good, storage
budding Call 753 6966 bet
ween 8 ang 5. after Spin call
4.36 5568 Shown by ap
pointment only.- 
12 X 60 1978 .MODIEL, _TWO
-.months 34. must sell. 753-
0270 or 75-2,5696 
211. MOB HOME RENTS 
FOR RE Nil' 12 X 60, new
carpet. furniture,
central_ •-•io• and ait, like
new Shad, Oaks. 753.5209. 
TWO BECPOOM furnished
trailer,. '1, minutes • from
Murray good for students
Call Si, 711,1 after 5 PM. 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
WE BUY and sell used al/






HOME . . Start Your
Spring without. being




▪ mal dining -roort-CfMr"
basement._ ONLY
. $34,900. imyd Majors




INVEST NI MVO (MUNI -
O.* of Nio ronWsmosp foss ea-
rceolloationoolimaioarialsomotrattsinaltstste:
road, cosmogony wow io
Onset. School & moil rano




NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period
John C Neubauer, Realtor,





has 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, and
bath. Modern kitchens
have all built-iti ap-
pliances. Located just
- outside the rity limits
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful-way-




Purdom & Thurman 
omino






On April 26, 7 p.m. at the Hazel City. Hall
the Hazel City Cduncil will hold a
Revenue Sharing Proposed Use Hearing.
All citizens are invited to attend and
provide the council with written -and oral
comments. or possible uses for Revenue
Sharing Funds in the city's Revenue
Sharing Trust Fund during its 1980 Fiscal
Year.
 SHOPPINS CENTER next
to Murray. state 
University
USED E NPE-R campus h4S tntliChn9Wreni'L.
Stratocaster with case, in ECIU.PPeC 4 .t1 gas heat and.
mint condition. Call 753-2462
after 6 pm 





































. . HERE, I'LL
:SNOW YOU












v YOUR AT TEMVTEL1 MURDE.11
rri•Apciz JOE WAS ON LI.C..11,4( C.
LAND, I'LL LET THEM JLIDCT /w 
p•










water rusi- Vied. 753-4140 or .
-
apartnnri appliances in
cluded S'-, per month Call




iaaptealrYtni.  en Callt 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT




9:14.:C6:11 i °.ni l'
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
_Hard,r ,-_,4 ,Lelit, s_i?i661.
.37r  
TWO
65e3n. RENT ' 613 1 BN:' TDO- :   Afil 
_ 
















to 'r* '- r`•G ,,r air 
curebarir-
BABy cr,a,rs for Easter.
•
iseti„.iyt QUARTER





r! rig. 7 years 
old,
$800.











Saturday, April 14 at 10 a.m. 3 mile
s north of
Purifier, Tennessee. Tarn e
ast on Frank Howard
Road near Green Apple T
avern, go to the second
gravel road on the left at Lawton Robinso
n place.
Allis C'harnler tractor, mower, dis
k,
cultivatOr, mower- for Ford • -Tracto
r,
manure loader, manure spreader, l
ot of
old horse drawn tools, hand tools, s
ome
furniture, odds and ends, of all kind
s.


















Brussel Sprouts 'Broccoli 
lettuce
Bedding Plants Shrubs 
Aroleos - Dogwoods - 
Fruit





. miles west of Nato!, Ky., tw. west 
so $tate LINO load
at lazel, g.6', miles, two left at 
siga, gal mile. lel -712-1405.





'PIM SHAY! St 25
toll 753 3685 oft day I. ea
BIG YARD SALE
Saturday, April 14th from. %am. til? W
eather per-
mitting.
Will be several families from Paris a
nd Murray, on
lot at the Odd Shop, 3 miles North of 
Parts on Highs-
way 641.
For further information call 753-8
205 or 19011 642-
8250.





With The rnendly Toad,
REDUCED! REDUC-
ED! And it's vacant
and ready for, you!
This 3 bedroom, neat






This Today. Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
TERRIFIC LOCATION...314
S 9th is the location of this 4
bedroom, 2 bath home. Close
to hospital, dOctors, schools,
churches, and shopping
Besides the 4 bedrooms and?
baths, you have large hying
room, kitchen, full basement
and a 32 X 18 swimming pool
and patio enclosed by private
wooden fence Call today for
an appointment to see • 'at
5,47.500 The Nelson sShroat
Co . Realtors 759 1707
43. REALIIFAT-TE
FRESH AIR! Rolling hills
and clear, smokeless skies
are in abundance at this 12
acre m 1 tract not too far
out also has 3 bedroom
mobile home and 30 X 30
body shop Call today 753
1492 offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
PTUfe341011.11ISCrNiCes
With The Frimicky Touch'.
SUDDENLY IT'S
SPRING . . . and here
is the perfect home for



















Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style
, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad ens, and patios
, or U -
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble
 up to 24
044•4 from fn.
x 60. Buy the best for less. p.w. El Sao. 2 p.a.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
I AUCTION SALEEvery Friday Night at 641 Auction Nouse, Paris, Tn.-mis week another load from St. Louis. Dressers,
wash stands, tables, chairs, bedi, dpugh tray,
Hooser cabinet, glass, dishes, small items of all kin-
ds





Sate-Hay, April 14, 11176 10:00 A.M.
Location: Home of the late Walter E
arhart, only 3
miles from Dover on Hwy. 79 toward C
larksville.
-I4'?4-1H tractor, 1-641 Ford tractor,
 1-2010 John
Deere tractor, several trucks, nume
rous other




Auctioneer: Ed "logic" Bogard, Lie. 548
Dover, Tn. 232-8221
LOOKING FOR A GOOD INVESTMENT? Look no
more-we have a 2 bedroom, one bath home with
economical gas heat located within wallung distan-





GREEN ACRES ROLLING COUNTRYSIDE!! Ex-
cellent cattle and hog farm located 14'42 miles east
of Murray. 124 acres with stock barn, 2 large ponds,
and a large multi-purpose outbuilding with plum-
bing and electricity.-Also a very modern 2 bedroom,
2 bath home with-central heat and air. $93,000.
PRODUCTIVE FARM LANI)! ! ! 52.5 acre nor"
th of Murray, approximately 35 acres in nigh state
of productivity. Older farm house could be fixed up,








Weekends & Evenings ( 'all
Bud Nall 753-4868
Don Tucker 753-1930
Mary Beth Smith 753-3383
Hazel Brandon 75:•1:01
mom'







































Building located at the
corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known at
the Wallis Grocery
Building. This is an ex-




Realty, 753-1222 for all
the details.
•;' ,JBDIVISION LAND ,
invest in and advise the
experts. This acreage is just











Pt) 901 .479-79116 479-3713
••• South Fulton Tenn
  43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
23 ACRES ABOUT 5 miles
from Murray, nice building
spot on black top Small lake,





And move into this
neatly decorated 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
that is less than a year
old. Such extras as top
quality wall to wall
carpeting, thermopan-
e windows and central
heat and air for only
$37,900. Make your
move today and be the
proud owner of this










South 12th 41 Svollenut•
TELEPHONE 753-1051
Extra income plus a
nice place to live can
be found in this duplex
at 1703 Ridgewood.
Each side has two
bedrooms, stove,
refrigerator, drapes.
Central gas heat and
electnc air. $43,000.00.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
2 2/10 acres with new
4 ,pich well, septic




FOR SALE P2 acres at
Temple Hill. Septic tan,
well and light Pole, 52800. 753-
7975 or 437 4608.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near





foe( Vain I : 
CITY Or NURI•T:
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 7 PM SHARP
LOCATION INDUSTRIAL ROAD (3 BLOCKS OFF HIGHWAY 94, NEXT TO FARRIS GRAIN CO)
asisicinterT AUCTION
WE SELL-YOUR -MERCHANDISE
"DooR PRIZES otvoi NIGHTLY"
NEW AND USED FURNITURE, POTTERY, ANTIQUES,
NEW AND USED TOOLS, SPORTING AND CAMPING EQUIPMENT
APPLIANCES, TOYS, VEHICLES, ANTIQUE FURNITURE, ANYTHING OF LEGAL VALUE
iFtUCK LOAD Of NEW MERCHANDISE EVERY wEec
BRING YOUlimERCHANDISE TO THE BARN
BRING YOUR MERCHANDISE TO THE AUCTION BARN BETWEEN 1200 NOON AND SALE TIME
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON
TERMS: CASH
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:






MI Real Estate. ides Medd Mandy WIth HEMDERSO4 REAL ESTATE
Pal Faullinef -Apprentice Auchemisri-R.cIlarel Kennon/4M
Ph. 376-2714 Ph 376-2644
Randall Ruelling-A.ctieeee,
Ph. 37675679







1:.3(1 P.M. - Rain or Shine
Garigu.s propero. !rater l'ullm.Kenn.eicy.
SOLO AS ONE COMPLETE UNIT
EXCELLENT RESTAURANT WITH ALL FIXTURES EQUIPMENT AND STOCK DOING A LARGE








1 All tables and chairs
2 Cash register
3 Ice Maker







10 4-window air conditioners
11 2 - 220 volt heaters
12 2 Gas stoves
13 1 • 17 ft upright deep freeze
14 Steam table
15 Dishes, cookware. silvereire. kitchen knives
other items
16 Sale also includes all sloth on hand
17 Wall to wall carpeting
FOR PRIOR INSPECTION CONTACT SELLING AGENT
I Il115' I In n dote of sale, balance on delwer.1 of deed within 20 da.“.
•eller r, ill finance at least Nei of sale price at 10* to qualified buyer.
130Y D-MAJORS REAL ES'TATE





You'll like doing business with one of Western Ky's finest
auction firms. SEE YOU THERE
:
W , 0MI 1 •
. yAA •
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER. Three
bedrooms, two full baths,
living room, large den with
fireplace, country kitchen,
two car garage, fenced
backyard, gas heat, central
air Low 560's. Shown by
appointment only. Call 759-
4503 after 5 pm. 
BY BUILDER new A
bedroom, 3 bath house in
Canterbury. Call 753 3903 for
further information
FOUR OR five bedroom.
Gatesborough home. Call
7591119
FOR SALE: 3 room cabin,
furnished and secluded. 10'
miles from Murray, just off ,
94 East, 2 miles from Ken-
tucky Lake. No well or
• water, but priced at.. only
54,000. 753.3625.
SEVEN YEAR . old brick
house from 1 to 21 acres
House has bedrooms, P
baths, utility, kitchen,
dining, living room with
fireplace, garage, central
heat and air. Located 8 miles
northeast of Murray Phone
753 2276 after 5:30 pm.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1077 750 HONDA, 7,700
MILES, lots of extras, $1450.
436 2547.
1973 SL 350 HONDA, road or
trail bike. Call 753-3798.
46. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee. S22.88. 36 month
guarentee, 80 amp, 526.99. 60
month guarentee, 95 amp,
536.99. Wallin Hardware,
TIRE SALE:: Premium
grade, white wall, 4 ply
polyester with Road Hazard
guarantee. A78X13, $21.39
and 51.72 F ET; E78X14,
$25.63 and $2.20 F ET;
F78X)4, $26.40 and $2.32
EEL G78X14 or 15, $28.39
and $2.54 F ET; H78X14 or 15,
$3052 and $2.76 F ET ;




1972 BUICK ELECTRA, 225
limited, 50,000 actual miles,
many extras, sharp car,
$1600 Call 753 7566.
1977. CADILLAC SEDAN,-
blue, very clean, 5 new tires.
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME,




good condition, $675. Also a
1"773 ImParla Cnev-y- wigon,- 4 --
new tires, low mileage. Call
753 8333.
EXCEPTIONALLY NICE,
1973 LeSabre, 4 door, air
conditioned, new tires, low
mileage. $1350. Can be seen r
at 1803 College Farm Road.
FOR SALE: 1974 Chevrolet
Impala, 4 door, new tires.
Can be seen at 314 Woodlawn
or call 753-2145. .
FOR. SALE: 1970 Chevrolet,
air conditioned, power
steering, power brakes,
automatic; finted g‘ass, good
condition, S495. Call 753-8355
between 9 and 5.
1975 FORD GRANADA, 4
door, 6 cylinder, air, power
steering and brakes, AM-FM
stereo, 43,000 miles, nice
local car 52900 753 4048.
"ONLY ONE YEAR, YOUR HONOR?
WHY THAT'S HARDLY TIME TO
WRITE MY BOOK. ,
49. USED CARf
FOR SALE: 1974 Buick
Luxus stationwagon $1500.
753-9297.
GOOD FISHING car. 1968
Impala. Call 753-&t80 or after
6 pm, 753-3599.
1973 GRAN TORINO Sport,
AM FM radio, power
steering, power brakes, air,
light blue with dark blue
vinyl top, 51100 436 5353
before 5 pm, 436 5472 after 6
pm.
1976 MERCURY GRAND
Marquis, 4 door, im-
maculate, full power,
original owner, 54,000 miles,
S44503-er--ibot4--atior-9ar4s,
(901) 642-7190 before 5 pnl,
after 5 pm, 642 758l
NICE 1971 FORD Torino, 2
tone green, new tire'', $650.
Call 382-2626, Lynnville.
1971 PLYMOUTH DUSTER,
4 speed, 318 eng.ne. 753-0069.
SO USED TRUCKt 
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford
pickup. 390 • motor,








1978 FORD F.250 RANGER
460 motor, automatic,
power, air, 2 gas tanks,
deluxe topper, trailer
Spectat, 17,0010 mites. -Phone
753-6059.
1968 pmc LONG bed, air
power steering, power
brakes, AM FM 8 track
stereo, with topper, $1200.
436-5353 before 5 pm, 436.5472
after 6 pm.
1974 TOYOTA COROLLA, 4
speed, excellent condition,
good gas mileage, 21,000
actual miles. Call 753-5575
before 6 pm. -
WHITE TRANS Am, 31,000
actual miles, best offer. Call
753 0552 after 50m.
50. USED TRUCKS
1968 CHEVROLET STEP
van, 6 cylinder automatic,




1973 DODGE VAN, 3/.. ton, V8
automatic, $1250. Phone 436-
5524.
1972 OODGE PCK UP, 68,000
miles. 753-4661
1975 DODGE ONE ton Karry
Van, 318-stra.cht shift. Can
be used as tamper $2500. 705..
Sycamore.
1971 DODGE VAN, all glass,
automatic, 6 cylinder, good
condition Call 759 4588,
1963 FORD PICKUP, short
wheel base small VS. $450
489 2440
1978 FORD BRONCO, 351, 2
barren Call 753-3501
FOR SALE: 1975 Datsun
pickup with topper,. 49,000
actual miles. Phone 762.6254.
Circle A Fencing
Division of Atkins Gutter Service
*Chain Link Fencing
*Western Ceddr Fencing
We Give Free Estimates





306 Per Lb. Off Regular Price
Lb. $1.69
Gibson Ham Co.
Illpky; 107 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours:
7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Weekdays
7 A.M. to 12 P.M. Sot.
1979 JEEP HONCHO pickup,
loaded with accessories,
3,700 miles. 753-4509 or 436-
5448.
1970 RANGER XLT, Ford
pickup, and camper, ex-




brands, Eaz-lift and Reese
hitches, electric brakes, and
light hookups. White Camper
.locatecL Fast- -94hioh,
way, toward Ken Lake,
Murray, KY. 751-0605. 
'DODGE CITY cab over
camper, excellent condition,
$750. 435-4126.
1973 DODGE, 22 toot, Mini-
home with &GI of -ac-




trailors, 5111 wheels, and
popup. Both new and used.
Complete line; parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; installed. White's
Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray, KY, Call-753-
0605,
1972 W I NABAGO CAMPER,
24 foot, sleeps 6; self con-
tained with air. Call (901)
247-3241 before 3 pm.
52. BOATS 8. MOTORS
15 FOOT FIBERGLASS
boat, 60 hp Evinrude motor
with trailer In good con-
dition. Will pull 2 skiers. Call
492-8128.
FOR SALE' boat trailer,
Shoreline make, tilt, spare--
wheel, $225. 753-8071.
FOR SALE. 1978 Cole flat-
bottom V drive with Tandurn
trailer, custom painted by
Jim Defew with new 512
C.I.D. blown gas Chevy. Will
sell with or without engine.
Contact 527-3664 or 527.3188.
FISHING BOAT: V-bottom
fiberglass with live wall,
foot control trolling motor
and battery, swivel seatsand
runntng plu6
trailer, $350. 759 1410.
12 FOOT JON boat with 1 hp
trolling motor, 5150 753 9419.
1976 MARK TWAIN 16 foot
tri-hull, walk through win-
dshield, 115 hp 'Mercury
motor with power trim and
power tilt. Extra nice. 759-
4588. 
14' POLORCRAFT JON
boat, ler hp Evinrude motor,
trolling motor, Moody boat






I care, so call me
before you buy and
talk to an expert ex-
perienced in the-field





Saturday, April 14 at 10 A.M., rain or shine at the Mr. Tyre Robinson home 4
mi. NE of Hazel, Ky. or 3 mi. SW of New Providence. From Hazel take State Line
Road East to 2nd black top to left or from Murray take Hwy. 121 South to 4th
blacktop (Hwy 893) to right. Sale on Hwy 893 (Watch for signs)
'Will Sell: Elec. range, refrig., set silverware, cookware, new toaster, set
ironstone dishes, Speed Queen washer & dryer, bed linens, 3 stack heater,
livingroom suit, maple office desk, new elec. rotisserie, 12 ga. shotgun, 2 oil & 2
elec. heaters, 2 eke. fans, picnic table.
Antiques: Cherry cabinet, dish cabinet, brass scales, iron skillets, 3 wash ket-
tles, 2 porch swings, cooper tea kettle, crock bowls, churns & jars. depression
glass, cookie jar, oak drgsser, 2 kerosene :amps, table & 6 chairs, treadle
sewing machine, 2 wicker baskets, 2 egg baskets, glass door cabinet, lamp
petal). ibeed-crooariPM4Qstuit7, chchilfifiersrObeglii, 
imitsZorw/c2anhighdiebahocikderocrs,kterunrs.ksbrroesciiihnoog I•elhbealilrs,
knives, milk cans, hand & garden tools & Other items.
Eats available, for information and all
Terry Shoemaker 
Your auction needs call

















Shop, Hazel, KY has an
experienced and factory
trained mechanic. You can
save up to 50 per cent labor
cost come in or 'Call for
estimates _egg! compare._
Pnone 492-8241.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son:
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395 4967 or 1.362-4895.
BACKHOE WORK,. septic
tanks, gravel erd dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753.5706.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476.
CARPENTER'S
AVAILABLE to do rem
modeling, etc Call for
estimates, 753 6122 after 4
pm.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436•
25.52 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt




references, V ibra-Vac steam -
or dry cleaning. Cati Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can, remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded, all size





done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
Plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.




FOR CHAIN link fencing,
Circle A fencing, division of
Atkins Gutter Service, 753-
8407.
FOR ALL your lawn and
garden needs, plowing,
breaking, disking, yard




installed per ' your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high




care by the job or-contract
for entire season - will rake,
trim, prune, seed, fertilize,
and mow your lawn, care for
shrubs and flower beds. Call




patching, also seal coating.
Phone 136 2573 •
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, hearing and air
conditioning Call 753 7203
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, dr rvevwerve and sm a I I
lobs a speciality, also pat






Jack Glover, 753 1873 after 6
Pm.
NEED A carpenter?---WeAle
paneling and additions or
what have you Call 436 2516
ROOFING, NEW houses. Re
roof, built up rod?, and
trailer roof coating. Call 753
3310.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753 2211.
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and also stockpile lime.
Call or see Roger Hudson at
753-6763 or 753 4545 •
53. SERVICES OFFERED
_
WILL MOW yards Call 753
9210
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteeol
Call or write Morgan Con
strucrion Co , Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or nigtot, 1 442 7026
$5. FEED a seal)
Certified Essex
soybeans for sale.
$9.00 a bushel, See
Bobby Mitchell or call
753-2318.
U. FREE COLUMN
BARN CAT, 6 months old„
needs good home, could
make good Pet 753 9390 • -
FREE -STONES for rock :
gardens and one old bath tub.
You haul 759 1156
WHITE, GAS, 4 burner, good .
oven, clean stove. 753-9390.
57. WANTED
WANTED: ELECT,RIC golf
carts, any condition.• Write -
Box 296, Mayfield, KY 42066,
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, April 14th, 10 a.m.
Going out of business sale. Brewers
Grocery on Highway BO, Brewers, KT.
Everything goes! Groceries, can goods, stapels,
detergents, household supplies, cosmetics, drugs,
tobacco, cigarettes, some hardware, small display
racks and shelves, candies, gum, cookies, school









74 Acres - 30 cropland some
pasture. 4 Yr. old 3 bd. -brick
home, electric & wood heat, 4" well
with submergible pump. 6 Fru;
trees, tobacco barn - 1.9 acre base.
Grade A milking parlor, 4 side-
opening stalls, 43 free stalls, 56'
feed bunk 180 ton silo, small stock
barn with 5 farrowing pens, 2 stock
ponds, appraised value, 2 years
ago $75,000. Priced for quick sale










Serving The Entire Purchase Area
MAYFIELD
-Do Business Where Business is Being Done"
WINGO
KNOCK! KNOCK!
Opportunity is Knocking!!! If you've always wanted to own a few acres with a
nice home, not too far from town, have a nice garden-and raise your own beef,
then you'd better look into this one! -
COUNTRY ESTATE
Situated on 29 acres, this new Colonial home is breathtaking! So many luxuries,
- 11 rooms, 3 baths-central electric heat pumps, central electric air con-
ditioning, formal living rm., dining rm., full basement. So Much quality you
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Mrs. Anna Mary Johnson,
93. Farmington Route 1, died
Tuesday at 10:05 psi,. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was the widow
of W. . A. Johnson and a
member of Old I3ethel Baptist
Church.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Toni Ainley,
Hickory; two sons, • Samuel
Johnson, Sr., Farmington
Route 1, and Almus Johnson,
Fenton, Mich.: *one sister,
Mrs. Alvin Cook, Mayfield;
eight grandchildren; 21 great
grandchildren: 10 great great
grandchildren..
The funeral will be heid
Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Hone, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Jack McClain and Jerry
Mayes officiating,•,
Active pallbearers will be
Don, Steve, and Tin) Johnson,
Al and Stan Colley, and Glen
Wyatt, all grandsons.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Jimmy Wood, Fred Bennett,
Ira Smith, Hoyt Mangrum,
Foy Brent, and Dimard
- . Warren. Burial will follow iii
the Farniington Cemetery.






Mrs. Rhoda Watkins Gor-
don, 833 Hurt Drive, Murray,
died Wednesday at 12:50 p.m.
at the Murray-CallowaY
County Hospital. She was 85
-years of --- -
The deceased was the wife
of Jesse Gordon who died in
1964. Born June 3, 1893, in
Marshall County, she was the
daughter of the late` John
Watkins and Cynthia Stagner
. Watkins. --
Mrs. Gordon is survived by




grandson, Steve Gordon, and
five great grandchildren-
Tim, Ricky, and Laurie
- Morgan, and Scott and Shaun
Gordon, all of Murray.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 11 a.m. at the Olive
United Methodist Church.
where she was a member,
with the Rev. Steve Sharoard
officiating.
Burial. will follow in the
Olive Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home






















New Addition To Club House For
Murray Club Ready For Use Soon
The new addition to the club
house at the Murray Country
Club will be ready for oc-
cupancy and use Saturday,
May 5, members of the board
of directors were told at their
April meeting.
The addition, a • spacious,
windowed lounge overlooking
the swimming pool and the
ninth green areas, will be used
initially during the club's
annual Derby Day activities of
Joe and Sue McCoart
are the chairnien.
• Assisting them with the
day's program which begins
at 2 p.m. and includes a 6 p.m.
buffet clinner are Gene and
Rue McCutcheon, Jim and Pat
MoOre, Bobby and Dorothy
Fike, Lawrence and LuAnn
Philpot, and Buddy Farris.
Four membership ap-
plications also were approved
at the meeting. These were:
Jim and Sandy Brannon,
1523 Canterbury. He is a .„
district manager with the
Chevrolet Division of General
Motors.
Buddy and Deanna Parker,
operators of the new Mr.





Charles D. and Renee Wynn,
1505 Tobard, operators of
Pagliai's Pizza on Main
Street.
Thomas D. and Diane
Wagner, 1010 County Cork. He
is a menitter of the faculty in
the Department of
Professional ' Studies at
Murray State University.
In other action the board
directed the club pro, Jimmy
Sullivan, to install concrete,
gravel-filled casings around
the water faucets at the tees
on the golf course; . and
directed Board Member
Tommy Sanders to organize




Methodist Church will observe
Holy Week with special pre-
Easter services tonight-
Thursday, and on Friday at 7
p.m. at the church, located on
Highway 121 North at Stella. .,
The pastor, the Rev. Julian
Warren, will conduct the,.
Maundy Thurstay service
tonight.
Guest speaker at the Good
Friday service will be the
Rev. Manuel Easley, Paris,
Tenn., a retired minisler: --- 
Special music will be -_
presented each night, ac-
cording to the pastor and
members who invite the




Chapter of Ducks Unlinmited
will meet Monday, April 16, at
,7 p.m. ,at the Triangle Inn.
An election of officers for
the coming year will be held,
and details about the national
convention will be discussed.
Any person interested in the
conservation of waterfowl,
and especially area duck
hunters, are encouraged to




Slides of the..Holy Land will
be shown by the Rev. Daniel
Tucker at the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene,
-located north at Kirksey-fust
off Highway 299, on Friday,
April 13, at 7 p.m.
The Rev. Tucker is minister
of the Good -Shepherd and
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Churches. The
public is invited to attend, said
the Locust Grove pastor, the
Rev. Horace Duke.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT. today. furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average +0.17.
Air Products Mt -9s
American Motors $
Aahland Oil  4371 -4
American Telephone 61% +14
Bonanza 44B 471A
Chrysler  10 +
Ford Motor 44% +4.•'
G A.F  115s unc
General Care I inc
General Dynamics 33% +
General Motors Wiimc
General Tire  25% +%
Goodrich  , ....... .28unc













LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
A Fayette County grand jury
recessed Wednesday af-
ternoon before completing its
investigation of rape and
sodomy charges against eight
University of Kentucky
football players.
The panel was to resume
hearing testimony today.
Kentucky COach.FranCurei-
cancelled a scheduled Wed-
nesday night appearance .on
Kentucky 'Educational
Television, during' which he
was expected to announce his
plans for the players.
Russell Rice, sports in-
formation director, said Curci,..
would reschedule the telecast
when the grand jury issued its
report.'
Curd i placed the players on
disciplinary probation after
their arrests and barred them
from spring practice, pending




who also was charged with
first-degree sexual abuse.
Other starters charged were
fullback .,_Randy Brooks,
Louisville; tackle Earl
Wilson, Atlantic City, N.J.,
and defensive back Venus
Meaux, Harrodsburg.
Also charged were tackle




and defensive back Norman
Green, Martinsburg, W.Va.
The eight were arrested by
police March 5 on a complaint;
filed by a 19-year-old wornaii,
who claimed she :Was
assaulted the night of March 4




The Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad. will hold an
auction at 6:30 p.m. May 11 at
the rescue squad building, 806
Coldwater Road, according to
Roger Mathis, rescue squad
nieniber.
The squad is asking that
donations for the auction be
delivered to the rescue squad
building. Persons unable to
make deliveries may„call the
squad at 753-4112 between 8
a.m. arid 5 p.m. to have them
pick up donations, Mathis
said.
Chester and Miller and
Shoemaker and Miller are
scheduled to be the auc-
tioneers.
Hog Market
Federal-State 'Market News Service
April 12,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act., 647 Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts 25- 50 higher Sows uneven steady
61.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 645.00-45.25
US 2 200-240 lbs..  $44.75-45 00
US 2-3 240-250 lbs.  943 75-44.75
313% +14 US 2-4 MO-Maw $42 75-4
3 75
 31's +% Sews
, yaw _ tJ5j2 270-350Ibs $38 00-39 00
12 4-% US 14380-45011n 63
7 00-39 00
  W.unc US 1-3 450-500 1 tw $39 00-40
 00
28 US 14 500450 Ibis 940 60-42 00
111141B 19%A US 24 300-5001bs $36
 00-3700
Boars 32,00-33 00
Easter Sunrise Service Scheduled
nit. Community wide
Easter Sunrise Celebration,
sponsored by the Murray.
Calloway County Alliaisaleamt-
Association, will be held
Sunday, April 15, at 6 a.m, at
the Roy Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University.
Singers from St. John's
Baptist Church will present a
medley of songs with ‘trum-
peteers from Murray. State
_University to provide the
apecial brass call to worship
--and the offertory.
The sermon will be by the
Res Dr. Bill Whittaker,
past,r of the First Baptist
Chur, h.' The scripture will be
read by the Rev. R. E.
Rabaul'. pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AP - The
White House is backing away
froni President Carter's
threat of federal curbs on the
use of new oil profits, and
officials concede they have no
clear idea how such restric-
tions would even be fashioned.
No legislative proposals or
regulatory actions are in the
works, say officials at the
White House and the Energy
and Treasury departments.
Sonic concede it would be
difficult to come up with
workable ideas.
WASHINGTON (API -
Angry Teamsters officials say
President Carter's inflation
adviser is encouraging a
rankand-file contract
rejection by hailing the
union's tentative agreement
with the trucking industry as a
victory for the president's
elastic -wageguidelines.
-This idiot out there- is
trying to shoot down our




after inflation adviser Alfred
Kahn -s-aid the pact meets




(AP , - Rescuers completed a
search of about 80 percent of
the tornado-devastated • sec-
---,Lion of this__Nortb .L Texas 
community by early today as.
the death toll stood at 42 from
the twister that left behind a
pile of timber, steel and
concrete.
Mayor Kenneth Hill had
said Wednesday that
wouldn't be surprised if vi‘
..had I* -dead in the final
count."
..INTEILNIATIO)RAL
KAMP ALA,.. Uganda 1AP
Men, women' and children
ransacked house after house
in Kampala today, and the
invasiart force of Tanzanian
troop§ and Ugandan exiles
'oefupying the Ugandan
;Capital made no attempt to
check the looting. In the
Tanzanian capital of Dar es
Salaan, iiiformarits said
4ficials of the new provisional
governnient announced
Wednesday might fly to
Kampala today to try to
restore order.
; TEHRAN, Iran (AP) -
Ayatollah . Ruhollah
Khomeini's firing squads
executed six more of the
shah's men in the provinces
today, raising the confirmed
total to 107 in two months of
Islaniic power.
They included the fomier
chief of the •SAVAK secret
police in the holy city of Qom,
and army officer in the nor-
thwestern city of Zanier), and
a former mayor, his brother, a'
military officer and a fourth





An attempt by 20 women at
Murray State University to set
a Guinness World Record by
playing softball for 54 con-
secutive hours has been •
rescheduled for April 20-72 in/
the Murray City Park. /
Originally set April 2g15, -
the date of the effort tly the
residents of White Hall on the
campus was cbanged ,to
eliminate a conflict in dates -
-with other events.
Barb Hennessy of *van-
sville, .Ind., one of the
organizers, said plans are to
begin. the marathon game at '
nedn on Friday, April 20, and
/flay until 6 p.m. on Sunday,
April 22.
Two teams of 10 players
each will be on the field for the
duration of the effort without
substitutions. They will be
permitted a five-minute break
t.ach hour. Several special
acti*ties are also being
planned for spectators.
Proceeds from the softball
game will be used to buy an
ice machine for their dor-
mitory and to make a con-
tribution to a charity.
Others taking part in the
service will include the Rev.
Dr. Walter Mischke, Jr.,
pastor, First United Methodist
Church; the Rev_ Dr. Jerrell
White, pastor, Memorial
Baptist Church; the Rev. Fil
Boster, pastor, Palestine
United Methodist church; and




doughnuts and coffee, will be
served after the service in
Room 228 of the stadiuni with
menibers front the First
Presbyterian Church in
charge. In charge of local
arrangements for the serviee
will be Gene Landolt, First
Christian Church.
The public is cordially in-
vited to attend arid remain for






FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Kentucky Council on
Higher Education Wednesday
adopted an internal budget for
the next school year $500,00V
lower than the current year's'.
It approved an expenditure
of $7.9 million, for operations
of the staff and' other
categories.
The council also gave final
approval to five capital
construction projects, in-
cluding a• $5.9 million ex-
pansion ,of the University of
Louisville School of Law.
Other capital construction
allocations were: •
-$326,000 tó ,renovate part
of the University of entucky
medical center.
-$163,000 for a pedestrian
overpass at the University of
Louisville.
-$1.1 millipn for. anti-
pollution .equipment at
Eastern KeriThei. University,T
-$408,000 to repair the roof
of Button Auditorium at
Morehead State University.
The council approved two
property acquistions: 104
acres of the Blair-Mabry
Farni near Morehead for
Morehead State University for
$238,000, and the old Louisville
Paint & Varnish Co. for the
University of Louisville for
$151,000.
The council adopted
priorities for distribution of
$10 niillionfo schools to im-
prove fire safety, access for
the-handicapped, and energy
management. The 1978




WASHINGTON (AP) - The
governnient should "wean
American farmers away from
tobacco" the way ithas helped
foreign farmers give up crops
that produce opium, heroin
and-cocaine, Rep. Henry S
fteuss, D-Wis., says.
In a letter to White House
budget chief James T.
McIntyre ,Jr., made nohlo:
Wednesday, Reuss said
medical expenses related to
smoking total $20 billion a
year - more than double the
$9.4 billion in econome
benefits, including $6 billion
cigarette tax revenues y
governments.
But, he said, since federa:
price supports are high




Committee for the Conur,
Development Project for
City of Murray will ;Ike;
Monday, April 16, at 5:30 p
in the Council Room of it
Murray Citi. Hall Building
All members of the (
niittee and other interested
persons are urged to atten,l
according to a spokesn,;o





Power steering and brakes,
wire wheel covers,,AM/FM
stereo radio, white wall
tires, Landau equipment,
cloth interior, local one
owner car, 4,065 miles,
dark carmine color, just
like new!!
77 Buick Regal
Two door, power steering,





mileage, see to believe,
green and white •
for many small farniers.
Unless farmers who would be
hurt by an ,overnight end to
price supports have economic
incentives to stop growing -
tobacco, the program will
remain and anti-smoking
campaigns will fail, Reuss
said.
"Imagine a government
trying to persuade citizens not
,to use narcotics at the same
time it was helping opium
poppies to become a leading
national crop," he. wrote. "It
is time to stop preac
hing
agitnst tobacco and to develop
fconornically viable ways to
i_•urtail its production."
The niodel for such a drive,
he suggested, is the program
under which U.S. agencies




switch to non-narcotic crops.
Reuss said $37 million has
been spent on those efforts,
including research on the best
replacement crops. In coni-
pariso.n, he said the govern-
ment spends sonic $50 million
for tobacco price supports and
about $30 niillion a year for
research, inspection and other
tobacco-program spending.
He suggested that McIntyre
have the Agriculture
Department decide which
other crops now grow best in
tobacco areas and what crops
generally are in short supply
that could be adapted for that
climate.
Then the department would
have its employees try to
convince tobacco farmers to
switch to the other crops and
pay them subsidies while they
are making the transition, he
said.
Ii Corrections & Amplifications
It was incorrectly repor
ted in the teamster's strike
story in Wednseday's issue 
of the Murray Ledger and
Times that the Interstate Filter 
arid Supply Co. is a
division of Murray Fabrics Inc. T
he two are separate
corepanies._.
'-The Murray Ledger 8. Times tries to 'correct 
promptly any errors
in fact or 
clarify any misleading informatio
n appearing in newts at-
ik-les. That is the purp




111.6 SWIM. damned •••••• S. sewers moll
••••••• •••••••• •••• Ma •••••• •••••••
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: Below
are schedules for the ap-
pearances for the rest of the
week for candidates in Ken-
tucky's gubernatorial cam-
paign. Some schedules are
incomplete and sonic events
subject to change. Schedules
for other candidates appeared
in Tuesday's edition.)
SLOANE
-Thursday, April 12: Tour
various towns; 8 a.m.
Earlington; 9 a.ni. Dawson
Springs; 10 a.m. St. Charles;
11 a.m. Nortonville; 6:30 p.m.
Kentucky Broadcasters
Association, Hyatt, Louisville.
-Friday, April 13: 9,30 a.ni.




Lexington; • 2 p.ni. news
conference; Louisville.
--Saturday, April 14: 10:30-
noon • Sisters of Charity
recelition, 2016 Newburg
Road, Maria Hall, Louisville.
STOVALL
-Thursday, April 12: 9 a.m.
visit Rowan County Cour-
thouse and Morehead City
Hall; 11 tour Morehead
business district; noon lunch
Morehead State University
cafeteria. 2 p.m...campaign in
Sandy Hook and Elliott
County; 4 p.m. campaign in
Grayson and Carter County.
-Friday', April 13:. _10 a.m.
open Boyd County
headquarters, Catlettsburg;
campaign in Ashland and
Boyd County remainder of
day.
. :7-Saturday, April 14: 10
a.ni. Paul Miller Ford,
Lexington; 1 p rn, nine-county
fund raising rally, Madison
County High, Richmond; 7
p•r•••• •5 5. sm•••••• S.
ih••• •1 •••• ••••••• Nhe






John Y. drown Jr.,
Democratic /6andidate for
governor, ha* named Larry G.
Townsend as statewide
manager for his campaign.
Brown made the an-
nouncement at a meeting of




director of the Econoniic
Development Commission at
the press meeting, effective
March 26, the day Brown
announced his campaign.
"No meniber of niy cam-
paign staff is employed by the
government and no one is
abusing the taxpayers through
such a conflict," Brown said.
"It is just these kinds of
abuses of the people's money
that has led us to the inflated
cost of governnient."
Brown called on the other
candidates to eliminate state
employees from their cam-
paign staffs. "We need to
avpid any further conflict with
The responsibility of running
state government," Brown
said.
Townsend, 34, was com-
missioner of the state
Department • of Commerce in
1975 and 1976. He is past
president of the Louisville
Jaycees, 1970-71, and was
coordinator for-the National
Democratic Party Telethon in
1971-72.
_Brown said that Townsend
will be responsible for all
aspects of the campaign. He






April 15 — 6:00 A.M.
MSU Stewart 'Stadium
Sponsored in
The Murray Calloway County
Ministerial Asyciation
Program Includes: -
'The St. John's Baptist Church Special Singers
• fhe Trumpeteers from MSU will provide special brass call to
worship and offeratory
'Special Easter prayer gown by Res Waller MI‘ot Jr.- (First
United Methodist Church')' --.-
•Scriptur(' Lesson read by Rev. Btu/ Rabatin t.First Presbyterian
Church)
• Rey. Dr Jerre!! White to give greeting Memorial Baptist
• Church) - •
• Sermon given by the Res Dr. Bill Whittaker (First Baptis
t .
Church -)
-• Invocation j;iven by Rev. bil - Boston (Palestine United
Methodist Church)
• Benediction --0'en by the Rev Day44-Roos (First t Christian
Church)
• First Presbyterian Church in thaw of the Continental Break
fast. - •_ .
PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY
- INVITED










Two door power steering
anckbrakes, split seats, this
car is. loaded withluxurv
options, low mileage, (In,
owner a. '
Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.M. Parts
77 Mercury Comet













Two door, power steering
and brakes, AM tape, Lan-
dau roof, 32,008-milts, local
one Owner car, silver and




Power steering and brakes,
AM/FM stereo, luggage
rack, this car is loaded with





Power . steering and
brakes, tilt steering
wheel, silverado equip-
ment, long wheel base,
burgundy and white, 50,000
, actual miles.
Highway 64 1
South, Murray DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.
•
Telephone
753-2617
